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COVER STORY
The Covid-19 pandemic continues while there is optimism
that vaccinations will bring about economic recovery.
Meanwhile, the greatest experiments in financial history
and medicine are taking place. Trillions of dollars are
being printed and circulated around the world without
inflation rearing its ugly head except in assets and
equities while new vaccines are being administered in
emergency as the virus continues to mutate. CPO prices
have spiked from its historical downtrend (corrected for
inflation) according to J Fry’s long-term chart trend.
The palm oil industry suffered during 2019 and 2020
due to excess production and low petroleum prices,
which even turned negative very briefly and biodiesel
had to depend mostly on local consumption because
of new sustainability issues for exports (labour and
deforestation). The present steep rise in commodity
prices including oils and fats have been attributed to
supply chain disruptions, restocking or production
shortfalls in soybean and sunflower oils, otherwise
inflation is showing up in food prices.
Despite the continual demonization of palm oil, there
is clear evidence that the carbon footprint of palm oil is
lowest among the major oils (Beyer & Tademacher). Higher
unit yield for oil palm translates to minimal greenfield
development or deforestation; all agricultural expansion
means some degree of deforestation unless it is replacing
other planted crops.
High prices for lumber will encourage deforestation
but it is global warming that is the most serious cause
of massive deforestation from fires (e.g. in Brazil). With
long-term trending to lower prices, labour problems and
endless ESG criticisms, it is still a wonder that the palm
oil industry is still doing well enough to pay for windfall
taxes. Future growth will continue as sustainability,
versatility, nutritional quality and cost-effectiveness of
palm oils can provide the wide range of innovative food
and non-food products.
Acknowledgements: Price chart from J Fry; carbon footprint
chart from Beyer & Tademacher; pictures from USDA, MPOB,
and SH Goh
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MOST is a regular bulletin devoted to furthering
the objectives of Malaysian Oil Scientists’ and
Technologists’ Association. This is to promote interest
in all aspects of oils and fats in Malaysia, regionally
and worldwide. Articles of interest could be directed
to the layman, technologist, scientist, researcher or
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articles, news items, newsletters, letter to the
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format required by major international journals and
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headings (Introduction, Materials and Methods,
Results and Discussion, Acknowledgements and
References). Abbreviations, symbols and units used
are as by the best of international journals. In addition
to a hard-copy, authors are encouraged to send with
their papers as attachments in e-mail for easy editing
using Word or other common IBM-PC software.

All materials in MOST are copyright and should not
be reproduced wholly or in part without the written
consent of the editor.
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Editorial
A QUICK END TO THE PANDEMIC CRISIS?
The Covid-19 pandemic crisis, the multifaceted
damages caused and attempts to bring about its end
are unprecedented. A once-in-a-century pandemic
crisis, followed by global economies locking down and
air travel coming to a halt, and desperate attempts to
vaccinate away the Covid-19 virus, are unparalleled
events. Only a few countries have been successful to
contain the virus and will open up their borders for
normal travel but the pandemic has changed the way
people work and live. Even though the stock markets
and petroleum prices fell sharply, the recovery has
been surprisingly rapid, perhaps assisted or distorted
by central bank interventions.
Economies feel the disastrous effects but major central
banks have been supportive in providing liquidity with
near-zero or negative interest rates. Emerging and
developing economies may not have this luxury as
even if growth is shored up, debt levels will be pushed
to record highs, fuelling concerns of financial risks and
asset bubbles. The stimulus and economic recovery
may be on track but any tapering needed to reign in
stimulus in future can create the risk of jeopardising
the rebound.
The pandemic crisis has created a situation that needs
to be addressed to prevent a world-wide financial
depression. The world has learnt how to overcome
the 2008 financial crisis but the present events are
unparalleled and challengingly unprecedented.
Something extraordinary needs to be done: economic
policy makers worldwide have shifted into emergency
mode and led by the US Federal Reserve’s QE Infinity
policy, all central banks loosened monetary conditions
with interest rates in new lows, and action needed

iv

to be taken quickly as hesitation can be costly. The
result is seen in soaring equity prices, rising corporate
bond yields and bloating of many other asset classes,
thus the resulting apparent economic rebound and
the over-optimism for vaccine success would mean
perhaps the world economy may return to normal
by the end of 2021 assuming things cannot be worse
than 2020.
On vaccines, however, serious concerns have arisen
due to the appearance of mutated viruses which
are more instead of less virulent, possibly caused by
human interference against the virus, thus distorting
the natural evolutionary course. And, many questions
including about blood clots from mRNA/DNA vaccines
have remained unanswered although benefit/risk
balance had been taken into account or else viable
treatments be made available quickly to allow for
resumption of normal work and social interactions.
For developed countries with high degrees of digital
economy and automation, the new normal of work
mostly at home with internet connections, the
lockdowns of service economies and travel have
provided unexpected savings. As there are massive
government stimulus spending coupled with the
optimism that vaccines will end the pandemic, all
these have allowed for euphoric markets including
digital ones. Apart from rising asset prices there seems
to be little of serious inflation which is watchfully kept
at the tolerable level of around 2% so far.
For countries depending on factory or plantation
labour, the pandemic lockdown has been disastrous
causing stagnant and diminishing production.
In the globalised economy, supply chain disruptions
are obvious outcomes and the costs of physical
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transportation of goods by ships and tankers have
risen dramatically. It is essential that borders be
opened up when possible and nations collaborate
to end the pandemic as well as address the issue of
climate change rather than plan for de-globalisation,
trade restrictions and trade wars.

A GLOBAL FINANCIAL EXPERIMENT IN THE DIGITAL
MEGATREND
Since 2008, to counter weak economic growth and
the pandemic, governments have learnt to use central
banks to provide quantitative easing, stimulus and
deficit spending by buying up bonds, debts and even
risky assets including equities and provide near zero
or negative interest rates. So far this works well when
all nations participate as many countries enjoyed the
wealth effect from euphoria in almost all financial
markets. The boom will continue if the stimulus wealth
in time and resources is rationally spent for creating
real value investments to provide goods, services and
new developments.
US companies have taken about $1 trillion of debt
to ride out the economic devastation of Covid-19
pandemic. While rich countries can cushion the blow
to their citizens with massive amounts of government
aid, poorer nations have been unable to do that.
Debt may not be a burden in an era of low interest rates
but if the borrowings are used unproductively in sharebuybacks or acquisitions of weak companies, for bad
investments or even to increase dividends, businesses
must be prepared for the future risk of higher interest
rates. The economic trend seems likely to be a
K-shaped recovery with richer nations benefitting
while developing and under-developed nations

trend downwards or stagnating at best. The digital
divide is disturbing in that this creates rental wealth
for the advanced countries with hardware, software
and great FAANGM (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, etc)
companies which digital services most emerging and
undeveloped economies are dependent on.
The digital transformation is making its stamp on the
whole world, much of which has been accelerated
by the pandemic causing work to be at home and by
robots replacing humans. When once digital leaps are in
retail, e.g. Amazon disrupts brick and mortar concerns
to e-commerce, there are now other disrupters, e.g.
Uber/Grab and autonomous electric vehicles for
transportation, blockchain for digital currencies/
fintech and computer/robots can potentially take over
many professions requiring much paper-work. Digital
technology has even taken an ugly turn in giving rise
to a new trade cold war among advanced nations for
technological supremacy as the digital megatrend
continues unabated.

RISING COMMODITY PRICES
Prices are beginning to rise which may not be a real
boom from increasing demand for goods and services.
Demand may come from the bigger supply of dollars
and other currencies and depletion of stocks or
perhaps supply chain disruptions due to physical work
constraints from pandemic lockdowns.
With all the printed stimulus money from central
banks, it may not be surprising that inflation may be
creeping up. CPO prices doubled from a low of US$500
in May 2020 to $1,130 in March 2021 and palm kernel oil
at $1,480 followed rises in sunflower oil at $1,575 and
soyoil at $1,253.
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Palm oil supplies have remained stagnant especially in
Malaysia due to labour shortage and difficulties in their
recruitment due to the pandemic.

combustion engines, for the short & medium terms
as these will be mainly for Asia especially from used/
recovered oils and hydro-treated used oils.

The use of biodiesel in mandates especially in
Indonesia, a petroleum-importing nation, remains
high despite high prices and environmental concerns
as EU will soon ban imports because of the impending
switch to electric vehicles and also perceived
deforestation alarm.

A worldwide supply shortage of used or waste cooking
oils (even in U.S.) means the potentially huge supply of
POME oils may be marketed profitably for the range of
biofuel needs [Choo & Goh] while the palm oil industry
can move towards a zero effluent emission ideal.

It is evident from supply-demand relationships that
suppliers of oil need to maintain the fine balance to
remain profitable.
High prices of edible oils and volatile petroleum prices
after rising from an unprecedented negative territory
means it may now be too costly to support mandates
and that the stocks (as much as 30%) presently reserved
for biodiesel will be in danger of swamping the edible
oil market.
The palm oil industry needs to be wary of the longterm, downward trend in prices, adjusted for inflation
[chart at the cover from J. Fry] and be cautious of
any further expansion. The present optimism of high
prices comes from stagnant or declining supplies
and increasing yearly demographic demand. This
calls for a fine balance of supply and demand: future
growth from demographic needs for food and feed
are minimally finite. Although green biofuels will
be required everywhere as there will be the need to
cater for aviation fuel apart from the tapering use of
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Meanwhile, many myths and misinformation about
relatively saturated oils have been explained again
(Diamond; Qua; Goh] while polyunsaturated oils (even
after genomic editing to more monounsaturation [Deol
et al.; Goh]) remained obesogenic and diabetogenic,
but oils from the oil palm have much to offer humanity.
The industry growth needs to focus in specialised
oils such as red palm oil which has been rediscovered
by a potential huge market (China) [Choo et al.], PKO
alternatives to CNO products and healthful byproducts such as tocotrienols [Sen; Goh] as well as other
phytonutrients and the wide range of innovative food,
surfactant and cosmeceutical products [Diamond; Qua;
Goh & Ong].
Biofuels may find new life as US will need them in an
about-turn policy to fight the serious threat of global
warming. Used and recovered waste vegetable oils for
recycling benefits need enticing carbon credits to be
processed to advanced biofuels (Goh & Choo; Beyer &
Rademacher; Lever) and even to be blended for aviation
fuel required in future mandates.
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RED PALM FRUIT OIL: SAVING SIGHT
AND SAVING LIVES
Choo Yuen May, Goh Swee Hock and A.S.H. Ong, MOSTA

Introduction
Red palm oil has had a long history, being used by
kings and Pharaohs more than five thousand years.
The early colonial explorers discovered that African
natives had used a golden red oil that had the aroma
of saffron, only better. Unrefined, virgin or minimally
refined palm oil naturally retains its golden red colour
due to the presence of carotenoids (Figs. 1-3).
In the recent health foods boom, red palm oil has been
rediscovered because of its exceptional nutritional
qualities especially with pro-vitamin-A carotenoids
not found in other oils. On top of this are the presence
of many micronutrients – vitamin E tocotrienols,
ubiquinone (coenzyme Q10), vitamin K, squalene,
sterols, etc. The old myths of saturated fats and
cholesterol had been laid to rest as many studies and
double-blind randomized controlled trials have shown
the palm olein is beta-unsaturated and is nutritionally
as good as or better than extra-virgin olive oil and
high-oleic oils [Choudhury et al, 1995; Goh, 1999; Yang
et al, 2016; Cheng et al, 2019; Stonehouse et al, 2019].
More importantly, red palm oil is the richest natural
source of vitamin A, and research has proven that

the oil can save sight and lives even in a modern age
where people living in remote areas still can suffer
from vitamin deficiencies.
Global palm oil production is anticipated to reach 98
million metric tonnes in 2024 to be used in a wide
range of products from food, feed, oleochemicals,
detergents, cosmetics and biofuel. The world is much
dependent on this functionally versatile and readily
available oil due to rising populations, rising middle
class consumers with higher disposable income,
increasing biofuel use, growing skin- and body-care
market and a growing market for premium healthy
foods. Palm oil is therefore an indispensable ingredient
as almost 50% of all processed food products in the
supermarket. A few products may be mentioned:
cake icings, chocolate, cookies, cooking oils, instant
noodles, ice creams, margarine, packaged breads,
pizza dough, lipsticks, detergents, shampoos, soaps,
toiletry items, etc.
Abbreviations. CAGR = compound annual growth rate; CPO
= crude palm oil; CSPO = certified sustainable palm oil; DOBI =
deterioration of bleaching index; FAO = Food and Agriculture
Organisation; FFA = free fatty acid; GMO = genetically modified
organism; IV = iodine value; MMT = million metric tonnes; MPOB =
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Figure 1. Red palm oil and premium red palm oil samples [Pics refs]
Malaysian Palm Oil Board; MT = metric tonnes; OxG = Elaeis oleifera
x E. guineensis hybrid oil palm; PO = palm oil; PORIM = Palm Oil
Research Institute of Malaysia; ppm = parts per million; RBD =
refined, bleached, deodourised; SQCPO = special/premium quality
CPO; UNICEF = United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund; UP = United Plantations; VAD = vitamin A deficiency.

Red Palm Fruit Oil
While most of palm oils are marketed as refined,
bleached and deodorized (RBD) oils which are devoid of
carotenes, there is a notable trend and a corresponding
demand for refined or minimally refined red palm
oil (Figs. 1-3) which can give its numerous health
benefits such as improved vision; rich in antioxidant
vitamin E, pro-vitamin A and other phytonutrients;
improved metabolism & weight loss; reduced risk of
cancer & cardiovascular diseases; an ability to slow
down degenerative neurological diseases [Choo, 1994;
Loganathan et al, 2017]. For the lay person it is welcome
news to have an oil which provides the necessary lipid
soluble vitamins and can: raise good cholesterol while
lowering the bad, improve skin and hair health, boost
brain activity, reduce oxidative stress and the risk of
cancer. During the present Covid-19 pandemic, it is
worthy to note the nutritional value of palmitic acid
in its antioxidative property for protecting the lung, as
the sole fatty acid in lung phospholipids stable against
oxygen and thus conferring lung immunity against
the virus.

40

One of outstanding qualities of red palm oil, apart from
pro-vitamin A carotenoids, is its oxidative stability to
be used in stir-frying and controlled deep frying. Palm
carotenoids are mainly alpha- and beta-carotenes
but it is not just like the better known synthetic betacarotene widely available, as alpha-carotene has been
known for unique properties which are not clinically
researched on. While cell studies are known to show
anticancer property of alpha- but not always betacarotene, there is the unexpected finding that high
alpha-carotene in serum is associated with lower risk
of dying from cardiovascular disease or cancer [Li et al,
2010]. The high quality of red palm oil is also due to the
presence of large amounts of vitamin E tocotrienols
which is not just antioxidant but provides a range of
nutritional and medicinal values. The composition
of the oil, though overall relatively high in saturated
palmitic acid, is importantly beta-unsaturated, thereby
conferring good blood lipid profiles comparable to
extra-virgin olive oil and other high oleic oils [Goh,
1999; Yang et al, 2016; Stonehouse et al, 2019]. No
hydrogenation is needed in the use of palm oil and its
fractions so that there is none of the banned unhealthy
trans fatty acids.
Unrefined CPO is produced for the market with
specifications of < 5.0 % FFA and DOBI > 2.3 and
special quality SQCPO has specifications of < 2.5 % FFA
and DOBI > 2.8 with unspecified Fe, P and chloride but
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typically of about 7, 10 and 2 ppm respectively. CPO is
essentially crude red palm oil which is like the crude oil
produced traditionally in Africa where consumers are
not particular about the free fatty acid content (Fig. 2).
Most other consumers more familiar with traditional
RBD edible oils can discern some undesirable flavours
and odours not present in refined, bleached and
deodourised palm oil (RBDPO) which is odourless
with a bland taste. To obtain premium red palm oil,
CPO is deodourised but not bleached using lower
temperatures and at low pressures, so that the carotene
is retained while removing FFA and trace odoriferous
oxidation products. For a long time, a special premium
red palm oil from United Plantations has pioneered

and marketed from OxG hybrid oils of Elaeis oleifera
which has a higher carotene content and the normal E.
guineensis palms (Fig. 3).
The high nutritional quality of Nutrolein “The Royal”
has the following specifications: 0.1% FFA, IV 70,
carotenoids > 800 ppm, tocopherol & tocotrienols >
900 ppm, monounsaturates 51.4%, polyunsaturates
17.5% and saturates 31.1% [Pics Refs]. Apart from the
qualities already described above, the higher monounsaturation has earned the hybrid oil as a tropical oil
equivalent to extra virgin olive oil normally perceived
as a standard of good edible oil because it is used in
the healthy Mediterranean diet.

Figure 2. Virgin or unrefined palm oil samples [Pics refs]

Figure 3. Premium red palm oil samples [Pics refs]
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Growth of Vegetable Oils Market
Future growth in the vegetable oils market will be
driven by growing prominence of certified sustainable
oils (e.g. CSPO for palm oil) against the backdrop
of perceived public concerns over environmental,
social, and deforestation issues particularly related
to soybean and oil palm cultivation. Demand for
sustainably produced vegetable oil is also driven by
growing focus of developed nations to use clean and
green fuel and growing application as a feedstock in
biofuel production. The biofuel productivity yield of
the oil palm is the highest among all oilseed crops and
is only marginally surpassed by Brazilian sugarcane in
terms of calorific yield. Other factors driving increasing
consumption of palm oil include its attributes of being
the most cost-effective form of quality oil; increasing
production in Indonesia supports its own growing
demand from the food sector for use as margarine,
bakery fat, frying fat, and cooking oil. Increasing
consumer focus on health & wellness along with
undesirable effects of partially hydrogenated oils
on the cholesterol level is driving food and snack
processors to switch towards trans-free, and GMO-free
palm oil. Indonesia, as a net crude oil importer, uses
extensively locally produced palm biodiesel which
provides foreign exchange savings while decreasing
carbon footprint.
The EU countries are producers as well as importers
of vegetable oils and functional, healthy and GM-free
palm oils are welcomed imports but considerable
concern has arisen due to low-priced palm oil from
SE Asia so that imports will be reduced gradually
and terminated by 2030 especially as feedstock for
biodiesel, following the trend to displace combustion/
compression engines with electric vehicles. However,
Asia-Pacific represents the largest veg-oil market
worldwide with an estimated share of 48% of total
worldwide revenues for 2019. Major factors driving
market growth in the region include ballooning
population and the corresponding growth in demand
for food commodities: improved retail networks,
changing dietary habits, rapid urbanization, steadily
growing economies, improving living standards,
increasing crop yields and oil production, changing
facets of consumer health concerns, and rising demand
from oleochemicals. Production in the region increased
significantly in recent years driven by the increase in
cumulative land area of palm oil plantations, rising
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oil palm yield, and investments in technology and
R&D related activities. By application, food industry,
holding an estimated 70% share, represents the largest
consumer of palm oil, while bio-diesel represents the
fastest growing sector at a CAGR of 6.6% over the
analysis period 2018-2025.

Malnutrition and Vitamin-A Deficiency
In this modern digital age, there unfortunately is
still poverty and with this malnutrition even though
there is no starvation. Tragically there can be vitamin
A deficiency in children, leading to blindness and
following this, shortened lifetimes. The International
Association for the Prevention of Blindness says that in
developing countries, up to 60 percent of children die
within a year of losing their sight. Supplementation
programs that reduce blindness will also increase
child survival. This cause of blindness is simply quite
preventable: children who are deficient in vitamin
A (retinol) benefit from two doses of vitamin A per
year to maintain healthy sight and the financial benefit
is huge (UNICEF, 2018). It’s estimated that every dollar
spent generates about $17 through reduced health
expenditure and increased productivity.
A recent concern is obesity in children [Canas, 2021]
and it is expected that in 2020 the global growth in
overweight and obesity in children is expected to
reach 9.1%. Serum β-carotene is lower in obese children
which means the associated metabolic syndrome will
in high probability persists into adulthood. Metabolic
syndrome increases risk of developing diabetes
and CVD. Remediation for childhood obesity is very
challenging as it remains difficult to persuade children
to eat more green vegetables so as to prevent future
MetSyndrome and Type-2 diabetes which have an
inverse correlation to carotenoids and vitamin C.
In low-income countries of Africa and SE Asia and
isolated parts of India and China, Vitamin A deficiency
(VAD) is a leading cause of blindness especially in
preschool-aged children and pregnant women. Lack
of nutritional education is the main cause in parts of
Asia and Africa. There are two main dietary sources of
vitamin A: preformed vitamin A, retinol (from animal
products) and pro-vitamin-A carotenes (from certain
plant products such as crude palm oil, green leafy
vegetables and carrots). Carotenes are biologically
less available than retinol but they are generally more
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affordable than animal foods. Thus, carotenes provide
most of the vitamin A needs in the diets of lower
socio-economic segments of the populations. There
are more than 400 carotenoid compounds present in
nature but only 40-50 of them possess pro-vitamin A
activity with beta-ionone ring (as in retinol) in their
chemical structures (Fig. 3). Recently, there has been
a rising interest in the use of palm-derived carotenes
and red palm oil as a source of vitamin A. In addition,
carotenes, being powerful antioxidants, are implicated

as capable of slowing down free radical damage which
leads to a number of degenerative diseases such
as atherosclerosis, carcinogenesis, xerophthalmia,
cataract formation and also help stimulate the immune
system [Choo, 2000; Loganathan et al, 2017]. For the
prevention of VAD, only 5 to 13 g (1 teaspoonful to 1
tablespoonful) of red palm oil (or the equivalent of
about 2-4 mg beta-carotene) are needed for children
to adults.

Figure 4. Chemical structures of retinol, alpha-carotene and beta-carotene

Development of Red Palm Fruit Oil
Freshly-milled palm fruit oil is bestowed with a bouquet
of minor components constituting about 1% of the oil.
Although small in amount compared to the major lipid
components (> 90% triglycerides, 2-7% diglycerides,
< 0.1 monoglycerides and 3-5 % fatty acids), their
presence renders significant oxidative stability or
shelf-life to palm oil and provides health benefits for
consumers. Owing to their nutritional values, they are
known as phytonutrients.
As mentioned earlier phytonutrients constitute
about 0.2% of palm oil including nutritionally useful
carotenes, vitamin E tocols, sterols, squalene, and
coenzyme Q10 (also known as ubiquinone). Red
palm oil is unique as it is the only vegetable oil which
contains a mixture of natural carotenes together
with tocotrienols. Carotenoids, especially α– and
β-carotenes are potential pro-vitamin A precursors
that can be converted into vitamin A retinol (Fig. 3),

and they are present in most plant products, especially
red palm oil, green leafy vegetables, and yellow- and
orangey-coloured fruits. In fact, crude palm oil is one of
the richest natural plant sources of carotenes in terms
of retinol (pro-vitamin A) equivalents. It has 15 times
more retinol equivalents than carrots and 300 times
more than tomatoes. Nutritionists probably would just
mention carrots, spinach, papayas and eggs instead of
red palm oil.
The R&D of palm oil carotenes started in MPOB (then
PORIM) about 40 years ago in 1982. During this period,
more than 20 patents were filed by MPOB/PORIM and
the successful commercialization of Red Palm Oil and
carotene concentrate was launched – from bench to
market place.
Presently, Malaysia is one of the world’s largest
exporters of palm oil. The production in 2020 was
almost 20 million tonnes and 90% of this were exported.
Palm oil and its products which are exported are in
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refined, bleached and deodorised (RBD) forms. To suit
consumers the present refining process in Malaysia
causes the destruction of all carotenes present in the
crude palm oil. As a result, the final product RBD palm
oil is only very light golden in colour but devoid of
carotenes. Unfortunately, it also means that in 2019
alone, palm oil refining has allowed about 24,000
tonnes of carotenes from globally produced palm oil
to be destroyed, consider 80 % of edible oil from about
60 MMT CPO global production with about 500 ppm
carotenes means 0.8x60x500 MT or about 24,000 MT.
As already mentioned the growing importance of
carotenes and the new trend for producing naturally
healthy foods, a process was developed by MPOB/
PORIM to produce deodorised and deacidified
carotene rich oil, i.e. a minimally refined Red Palm
Oil. This process involves two stages, a pretreatment
of the crude palm oil followed by deodorisation and
deacidification by molecular distillation [Ooi et al.,
1996]. Nutiva brand of red palm oil (Fig. 5) is cold
filtered with phospholipids removed but retains
about 3% FFA and is of moderately long shelf life and
acceptable for discerning consumers for preparation
of foods [Cassiday, 2017]. Currently there are many red
palm fruit oil preparations in the market including for
cooking, food supplements and body care – liquid red
palm olein and semisolid red palm oil with various
labels such as minimally refined, extra virgin, organic
or cold-pressed.

The MPOB refining process for red palm oil was
successfully transferred to the Malaysian Palm Oil
Industry in mid-1990. A commercial plant was built in
Johore and the product with the Trade name Carotino
is now being marketed in more than 30 countries
worldwide (Fig. 5). Previously, United Plantations had
pioneered in marketing Nutrolein from a high-carotene
species of hybrid oil palm (Fig. 3). Presently a few other
brands have appeared in the market (Figs. 1-3 & 5).
In 2014-2016, MPOB, Lanzhou University and the
Chinese Nutrition Society conducted a Vitamin A
intervention Program in Gansu, China using biscuits
made from Carotino Red Palm Oil with the aim to assess
the efficacy of the Vitamin A supplementation using
red palm oil in eliminating under nutrition among
school-aged children. Gansu is a province located in
northwest China and the children in this rural area
are suffering from malnutrition, especially vitamin A
deficiency (VAD) – this study program involved 2,000
elementary school students (7-12 years old). Nutrition
biscuits (made with red palm oil) were distributed to
the students at a fixed time every day, to be taken
together with their normal diet.
At the end of the intervention study (6 months), the
results showed that biscuits made from red palm oil
significantly reduced the incidence of VAD (including
those at risk) from 21.6 % to 6.1%. Thus red palm oil is a
potential and readily available food for the prevention
of vitamin A deficiency. This landmark study has been

Figure 5. Carotino cooking oil and Nutiva red palm oil [Pics refs]
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well documented by the Chinese scientists [Yang et al,
2016]. The usefulness of red palm oil is recognized and
all barriers to the import of the oil has been removed,
e.g. red coloured oil of > 7R or greater is allowed [China
Authority (2020)]. Other potential guideline values
are likely to be total carotenes at 700-1,200 ppm
with alpha-carotene > 20% of the total carotenoids,
tocotrienols > 500 ppm and phytosterols < 400 ppm.
On-going are also red palm oil supplementation
studies for deprived and isolated communities in
Malaysia (surprisingly in a major palm-oil producing
country) due to some incidences of VAD.
Red Palm Oil (Carotino) produced for consumers has
similar (or better) quality as RBD palm oil (and palm
olein) but retains most of the carotenes (> 80%) as
well as tocotrienols (> 80%) originally present in the
palm fruit oil, except that RBD palm oil is light yellow
color devoid of red-coloured carotenes. In terms of
stability, carotenes, as well as other quality parameters
are found to be stable when the red palm oil is kept
at room temperatures 18-30°C over a normal shelflife period of 18 months. Red palm oil remains free of
process contaminants (GE, 3¬¬¬-MCPDE, trans-fats and
others) as only better CPO quality oils are selected and
processings are at lower temperatures and pressures.
Extensive sensory tests have shown that Carotino red
palm oil is as good as RBD palm oil. The red colour
imparted to cooked food is attractive and some
describe the flavor favourably as carrot-like. Initially, a
red colour oil was not readily acceptable to some older
consumers who tend to associate red oils to incense
oils at altars. But as a premium oil it is somehow much
more appreciated in cooking. The colour also shows
phytonutrients like carotenes and tocotrienols are
acting as functional ingredients in the food cooked
with red palm oil.
Carotenes are precursors of vitamin A and the body
converts carotenes to vitamin A whenever needed.
Both carotenes and tocotrienols are powerful
antioxidants. Red palm oil is used for salad oil, salad
dressing, mayonnaise, bakery products such as cake,
bread and biscuits making, extruded snacks, cooking
curry, satay sauce, sambals as well as any stir-fried
dishes. It can also be used for margarine and butter oil
substitute formulations to give the required colour for
the final products and the desired level of pro-vitamin

A and tocotrienols. When used judiciously with
palm olein in deep frying of potato and corn chips,
carotenoid components impart a pleasing flavor and
beautiful darker yellow colour. Thus, it can be widely
used and not wasted in consumer and industrial
products world-wide.

Palm Oil Carotene Concentrates
Production of Carotene Concentrate from Palm Methyl
Esters Route
Since the MPOB patented process to convert crude
palm oil and its products into methyl esters (to be used
as diesel substitutes) involved mild reaction conditions,
the valuable phytonutrients such as carotenoids
and tocols are still found intact in the crude methyl
esters. This provides a unique opportunity to extract
carotenes and tocols from crude palm oil via the methyl
esters route [Choo et al., 1992]. In this context, MPOB
has developed several patented processes to produce
the carotene concentrate and tocols concentrate. The
methyl esters after the extraction of carotenoids and
tocol concentrate can be used for oleochemicals or
as biodiesel. The technologies have been successfully
commercialized and two commercial plants have been
built and in operation in Malaysia.

Carotene Concentrate from Palm Pressed Mesocarp
Fiber
Palm pressed mesocarp fiber, which are normally
burnt as fuel in the palm oil mill to provide energy,
have been found to contain high concentration of
carotenoids, vitamin E and sterols. In this connection, a
process using supercritical CO2 has been developed to
extract the residual oil containing high concentration
of these valuable phytonutrients from the pressed
fiber. The extracted residual oil is then either further
refined to yield refined red palm oil, or further
processed to produce carotene concentrate and
vitamin E concentrate. Recovery of these high value
minor components from palm oil by-product will
bring additional income to the oil palm industry. The
patented process has been commercialized [Choo
et al., 1991; Harrison et al., 2013]. While supercritical
technology is not readily available, usual solvent
extractions have provided useful animal feed material
which has been innovatively used for pets and fish
culture to animal husbandry.
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The carotene concentrate from methyl ester route
produced using MPOB technologies have been
subjected to toxicological studies in experimental
animals and found to be totally safe. They have also
been subjected to anti-cancer studies in experimental
animals and found to possess anti-cancer properties.
In terms of applications, the palm carotene concentrate
can be used as a natural food colorant or encapsulated
in the form of soft capsule for nutrition supplement.
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has accepted
and included palm oil carotenes as a permissible food
colourant. In summary, palm carotenes can play a
major role especially in major end-use industries in
liquid or solid forms, including dietary supplements,
nutraceuticals, pharmaceuticals, cosmeceuticals,
functional food and beverages, and feed additives.
The global carotene market is projected to reach USD
2,070 million by 2023, registering a CAGR of 4% from
2018 to 2023. Palm carotenoids can contribute to this
growth opportunity.

Conclusions
Red palm oil is probably the oldest edible oil used
with its origins in Africa but the oil has been refined
to a premium quality oil for present culinary purposes.
Unrefined CPO from the mesocarp oil of palm fruits
represents a cheap form of this historical oil used for
more than 5,000 years and provides a bouquet of
phytonutrients apart from the basic nutritional oil
calories. The most outstanding quality of the oil is the
unique provision of red carotenoids, representing the
richest source of pro-vitamin A from plants. If fact,
many studies have concluded that there is so much
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Introduction
It is clear that the world
is changing rapidly due
to technology driven by
the power of computing as the ubiquitous handheld
smartphone is what will be a micro-supercomputer.
Biotechnology is now experiencing the new era
powered by computing as genomes can now be
handled with relative ease. After the discovery of the
DNA double helix in 1953, it took 10 long years of the
labour of 24 nations to sequence the whole human
genome. However, it was computerized sequencing
that completed the job earlier without complete
details and now everyone can have his own genome
sequenced for less than US$500 in a day by desktop
machines for health check, precision medicine or
personalized nutrition.
Even more surprising is that a new era has begun as
with the help of computerized databases, mankind
can look forward to promised applications of genome
editing for all of life on earth much like “copy, cut,
delete, and paste” in routine desktop computer editing.
The genome can be edited (corrected, repaired and
improved) and this will bring about solutions to many
problems but will raise new ethical questions. While
trying to manipulate genes is not new since Mendel
had taught genetics in reproduction – of crossings and
hybrids, and then further use of genetic engineering by
introducing selected genes by microinjection, use of
selected viruses/bacteria or by random transformation
with irradiation/chemicals or crudely by shooting
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with gene guns and hoping for lucky outcomes. The
short period in the use of genetic engineering gave
some benefits in agricultural productivity but was
marred by profiteering of GMO seeds and products
and further scare-mongering of unknown health and
environmental consequences from widespread use of
some GMOs.
The quest for greater understanding in genomic
science has been led by computer-aided genome
science and synthetic biology [Weidmann & Choudhary,
2018]. The need to perfect genetic engineering to
meet the rising demands for more and better foods
to meet the growth of human population has led to
the discovery of several genome editing tools. ZFN
and TALEN methods signaled advances towards
improving precision in introducing selected genes into
genomes so as to avoid undesirable or unexpected
consequences. Following these, the discovery of
CRISPR-Cas9 which was shown to be a promising
editing tool that offers precision and simplicity with
sufficient efficiency [Wada et al., 2020].
Abbreviations. 3-MCPDE = 3-monochloropropandiol esters; 5G
wifi = 5th generation internet wifi; bln – billion; AT, GC= nucleic
acid base pairings - adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), guanine
(G); BMI = body mass index; c, cr = CRISPR; CNO = coconut oil; CPO
= crude palm oil; CRISPR-Cas9 = Clustered Regularly Interspaced
Short Palindromic Repeats – CRISPR associated protein 9; DAG
= diacylglyerol or diglyceride; DHA = docosahexadienoic acid,
normally the most desirable fatty acid from fish oil; DNA =
deoxyribonucleic acid; DOBI = Depreciation Of Bleachability Index;
EV = electric vehicles; Gbp = billion (1,000 million) or giga base
pairs; G Ed = genome editing; GC, AT = nucleic acid base pairings;
GE = glycidyl ester; GMO = genetically modified organism; Ha =
hectare; HDR = homology directed repair; HO = high oleic; IPCC =
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; MARDI = Malaysian
Agriculture Research and Development Institute; Mbp = million or
mega base pairs; MCT = medium chain triglyceride; mln = million;
MPOB = Malaysian Palm Oil Board; MT = metric tonne; NHEJ =
non-homologous end joining; OP = oil palm; PA = phosphatidic
acid; PAM = Protospacer-Adjacent-Motif; PCR = polymerase chain
reaction; PG = personal glimpses; PH = partially hydrogenated; PO
= palm oil; PL = phospholipid; POP = palmitate-oleate-palmitate
triglyceride; PORIM = Palm Oil Research Institute of Malaysia; POS
= palmitate-oleate-stearate triacylglycerol; SBO = soybean oil; sg
= single guided; SUN = sunflower oil; Syn = synthetic; TALEN =
Transcription activator-like effector nuclease for genome editing;
tracrRNA = trans-activating crispr RNA; W-C = Watson-Crick;
WHO = world health organization; ZFN = zinc finger nuclease for
genome editing

Summary Background to CRISPR-Cas9 Genome
Editing
DNA Double Helix and Sequencing DNA
The structure of polymeric deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) has been credited to Watson-Crick in 1953
based on the X-ray diffraction data of Rosalind
Franklin. DNA was the beginning for genomic science

and spearheaded studies unravelling the nature of
RNA (ribonucleic acid), proteins and important DNA
enzymes (nucleases, ligases and polymerases). The
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is also of a Chemistry
Nobel-award importance which makes it possible to
sequence or “read” DNA codes. The Sanger sequencing
method is informative to illustrate how small DNA
molecules can be sequenced (Fig. 1). The chemistry of
DNA in chromosomes is complex but for the purpose
of reading DNA only the four alphabet bases, A=T and
G=C, in H-bonding base pairings need to be noted.
With “shot-gun” and next generation sequencing,
computerized machines have taken over the job and
progress had been faster than Moore’s law so that it
is now possible to have one’s genome sequenced for
less than US$500 for health check, precision medicine
or personalized nutrition. A desk-top machine is now
standard equipment to sequence DNAs in chemical
biology labs while synthetic biology provides for
availability of DNAs, RNAs and proteins.

Figure 1. Illustration of Sanger DNA sequencing. [DNA can direct a known primer strip to grow by the polymerase
enzyme in the presence of 4 nucleoside bases while allowing for incorporating the terminator bases in colour which
stops the PCR reaction. Growing strips of DNA with terminators which fluoresce or have radioactivity, shown in colour,
can be read after gel electrophoresis. This iterative job can be boringly long and limited to short DNAs but can easily be
computerized [Pic Ref 1].
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Genomes of Life Forms
The sequencing of the human genome during the
earlier days involved the painful 10-yr labour of 24
nations and was completed in 2003 but slightly later
than computerized sequencing. Human genome has
about 3 billion base pairs packed into 46 chromosomes.
Genting Plantation, Sime Plantation and MPOB
acquired the sequencing of Elaeis guineensis as 1,209
Mbp (1.2 Gbp) and 16 pairs of chromosomes. Mouse
has 2.9 bln base pairs, 40 chromosomes; fruit fly 168
mln, 8; baker’s yeast 12 mln, 32; E. coli 4.6 mln, 1; and
Covid-19 has 30,000 bases. Large genomes make for
difficult genome editing but yeast has a manageable
size of genome with sufficient useful genes for genetic
manipulation, hence the widespread use.

Understanding DNA Manipulation and Genetic
Engineering
Progress in genomic science followed the
conceptualization of a double helix of DNA and equally
important experiments for synthesis of small DNA and
RNA molecules as well as finding of enzymes such
as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) which catalyses
DNA synthesis. Ligases which joins DNA are already
known as important in DNA replication in organisms.
Restriction nucleases had appeared earlier when DNA
can be cut and engineered. The interesting era of GMO

came about whereby genomes of plants and animals
could be modified by effecting the transfer of selected
genes placed in plasmids of bacteria. While GMO has
been getting bad publicity because introduction of
unknown bacterial or viral genes sometimes led to
unknown safety or environmental consequences,
newer precision methods of genome editing have
appeared, e.g. ZFN, TALEN and then CRISPR-Cas.

Microbiological Origin of CRISPR-Cas9
Bacteria had evolved a defense system to survive
phage virus attacks 3 billion years ago. The curious
array of regularly spaced strips of DNA was observed
in bacteria but it took years of study before the system
was found as an elaborate defense mechanism against
phage viruses. As illustrated in Fig. 2, bacteria after
surviving virus attacks have historically accumulated
fragments of viral DNAs that appear as Clustered
Regularly Interspaced DNA snippets together
with Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) and the
associated CRISPR Cas genes. With interrupted years
of study FJM Mojica [Lander, 2015] discovered that
DNA fragments and short palindromic repeats are to
be used to target new viral attacks. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 where CRISPR RNA with a matching sequence
is used to target the incoming virus DNA and Cas9
ribonuclease cuts the DNA double strand to deactivate
viral DNA.

Figure 2. CRISPR array of DNA fragments accumulated from viral attacks [Pic Ref 2]
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Figure 3. Bacterial CRISPR-Cas9 system to destroy viral DNA [Pic Ref 1]

Note on Palindromes
Common palindromic phrases are “Madam, I’m Adam”
and “dogma I am god”; the 2021 lunar new year date
numerals is palindromic – 12022021. The Maker has
palindromic humour in providing palindromic DNA
(palindromic segments in red):
CGTTGAAGCGTCCGCCCTTACGCTTCAACG
GCAACTTCGCAGGCGGGAATGCGAAGTTGC

CRISPR/Cas9 Genome Editing
Several groups of researchers, including J Doudna, E
Charpentier and V Siknyks [Jinek et al, 2012; Ganiunas et
al, 2012] had shown that RNA constructs with CRISPRCas9 can be used to precisely target genomic DNA and
the Cas9 endonuclease does a double-strand cut. With

this demonstration a relatively precise and easy tool
has been found that can be applied to any genomic
manipulation. F Zhang [Zhang, 2012] very quickly
applied this to human therapy in a patent adding
further dimension to Siknyks’ patent. J Doudna, E
Charpentier and V Siknyks shared the nanotechnology
Kavli prize in 2018 but the two ladies were selected
for the Nobel prize in 2020. Siknyks’ paper was
unfortunately rejected by Cell without referee’s review
but was accepted by PNAS, published 3 months later
than Charpentier and Doudna’s paper.
Doudna: “a small step for humans but a giant leap
for humankind” and indeed CRISPR-Cas genomic
editing is relatively precise and simple providing a
revolutionary tool for reprogramming DNA and can be
applied to safely improve agriculture and expand the
scope in medicinal therapies (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Diagrammatic presentations of the CRISPR-Cas system including a 3-D printed mode [Pic Ref 3]
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Figure 5. The whole CRISPR-Cas9 system in action [Pic Ref 1]

The use of CRISPR-Cas9 system is illustrated in Fig. 5.
A guide RNA is designed and integrated to the single
guide RNA [actually a duplex of CRISPR RNA (crRNA)
and trans-activating crispr RNA (tracrRNA) and these
within the Cas9 protein are targeted to the matched
sequence of the genomic DNA also facilitated to
precise positions by PAM (Protospacer-Adjacent-Motif)
in cutting at precise positions of the double strands of
target genomic DNA.
After DNA scission, a deletion has occurred with
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) automatically
occurring or “knock-out” or else an insertion occurs
automatically or with a simple designed piece of DNA.
For genetic engineering a “knock-in” or homology
directed repair (HDR), a designed DNA template
donor, which can be a gene to provide a genetic
trait, is provided. In all cases no unknown undefined
genetic material is added in the editing process,
unlike GMO methods. Editing a gene into a genome is
essentially genetic engineering in a somewhat precise
and defined manner which is an important aspect of
adding desired traits in agricultural science. Deleting
an unwanted mutation is of course a useful therapy in
genetic diseases of humans. The sickle cell disease can
be cured ex-vivo while many other genetic diseases
will have to await progress for fail-safe ultra-precision
genome editing. Apart from medicinal and therapeutic
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applications, genome editing for any improvement or
change in hereditary traits in humans is absolutely
considered forbidden although it may have already
happened. The whole world should first follow the
path to a better human destiny with applications to
agriculture which has been the basis of civilization as
all forms of life (above and below ground and under
water) can be genome edited for the betterment of
man and planet. Genome editing is considered to
be democratizing science in providing a simple tool
for “cut and paste, copy or delete) and at low cost.
For example, GMO golden rice which can help poor
nations to alleviate vitamin A deficiency has been
unaffordable but the recent gene-edited carotene rice
[Dong, 2020] will hopefully reach the needy poor.

Carbon Nanotubes for Delivery of Genetic Chemicals
In the old pre-PORIM and pre-MPOB days senior
scientists of MARDI have sought help from University
of Malaya to solve engineering problems in palm oil
extraction and we could only do a simple activation
of carbon from palm kernel shells which provided
graphitic carbon (seen under electron microscope).
We now know of more forms of carbon like fullerenes,
useless beautiful molecules which deserved a Nobel
prize, and now useful and expensive materials like
graphene and nanotubes (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Fullerene and graphene forms of carbon [Pic Ref 4]

One may ask what is the connection of carbon with
genome editing? A useful biotechnological tool
has been made available but the delivery of DNA
and RNA requiring the penetration of the cell wall
into the cell is challenging. One of the best ways to
delivering RNA/DNA and associated molecules is by
carbon nanotubes, derived as from graphene (Fig. 6).
Other popular ways can use viruses or bacteria (e.g.
Agrobacterium tumefaciens for GMO crops) or use of
nanotechnological methods or by electroporation.
When it comes to CRISPR-Cas9 editing limitations
in delivery of the array of chemicals used – DNA,
RNA, protein and small molecules – can cause low
efficiencies. One can compare with the RNA/DNA Covid
vaccines which needed a delivery system whether
by a nanotech method, lipofection, PEG or other
alternatives so as not to cause allergenic reactions or
unintended targets.

Endogenous Lipase and Phospholipase-D Enzymes
in Palm Oil
I was honoured by a surprise visit of Dr. Swoboda of
PORIM back in the old days around 1984. He came
all the way from PORIM to my little office and was
obviously excited about our phospholipid work in
palm oil. Obviously we were not too keen to reveal
what we have accidently discovered since PORIM was
not willing even to support a token funding for our
research. But Swoboda was a good scientist who gave
the industry DOBI and since the next door biochemists
had already identified an endogenous lipase in palm
oil, he was told that we have accidently and indirectly
discovered endogenous phospholipase-D while

analyzing for palm phospholipids. Presently we know
that diacylglycerols (DAG) caused by endogenous lipase
has been the cause of excessive process contaminants
GE and 3-MCPDE in the physical refining of crude palm
oil. Fig. 7 illustrates how diglycerides or diacylglycerols
(DAG) form GE and with chloride 3-MCPDE. Vegetable
oils must be viewed as triacylglycerols as shown in the
stereo-model (by chemists), simplified and exemplified
by POP (among food technologists) or exemplified as
POS or three bananas (among chemical engineers).
Poor quality CPO is the result of hydrolytic action by
lipase to give diacylglycerol (DAG) and FFA. DAG in acid
catalyzed thermal reaction of physical refining gives
rise to GE (Fig. 7).
Endogenous phospholipase-D likewise hydrolyses
phospholipase (PL) to phosphatidic acid (PA) or in the
presence of alcohols to PA esters. PA is problematic
as it is not hydratable and carries with it DAG, metal
ions and anions including chloride. Water-washing
CPO fails to remove non-hydratable PA and related
impurities and these allow the formation of 3-MCPDE
at high temperatures of physical refining. Unlike the
smaller GE molecules which can be removed by low
vacuum stripping, 3-MCPDE cannot and needs another
bleaching earth (with alkali or alkanoate) treatment
and consequently results in added cost. Alternatively,
CPO can be pretreated with other phospholipases to
remove PA.
In connection to the prospect of useful genome
editing for OP, endogenous enzymes can have their
originating genes deleted, a possible “low-hanging
fruit” for future projects. This will also help the industry
which faces labour shortages and also endogenous
enzymes cause poor quality CPO.
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Thrombosis and Cholesterolemic Effects of Edible absorbed as in a balanced diet but 1,3-positional long
chain saturated fatty acids form insoluble salts with
Oils
I had also the pleasure of a visit of Dr. Daniel Tan who
had just completed a remarkable piece of research
with Dr. Hornstra in visually observing the thrombotic
effects of various dietary oils in rats. Palm oil despite
relative high saturation (wrongly presumed to be
LDL-cholesterol raising) was found to be as good as
the polyunsaturated oils (rape, canola, sunflower) and
better than olive and way better than CNO, partially
hydrogenated SBO and MCT. The piece of research can
be considered quite genuine as totally saturated MCT
with medium chain fatty acids which are not classified
into the summation of long chain saturated fats for the
empirical calculation of cholesterol raising estimates
and at a time when the regiospecificity of fatty acid
distributions was known in enzymatic digestion and
absorption of fats. We have known for a long time
[Goh, 1999, 2001] that in enzymatic digestion, only
beta or sn-2 positional fatty acids are preferentially

Ca and Mg ions and are mostly unabsorbed. They are
excreted or acted upon by the microbiome. However,
all positional monounsaturated and polyunsaturated
fatty acids are readily absorbed. The understanding
of all these effects have also recently been verified by
large-scale clinical trials in China and then by CSIRO
[Cheng et al, 2019; Stonehouse et al, 2019].
The high beta-unsaturation of palm oil explains the
low cholesterolemic effects and thus the observed
low thrombosis resembling the polyunsaturated
vegetable oils. Partial hydrogenation is undesirable as
trans-fats formed are cholesterolemic and have other
damaging properties, as seen in the poor performance
by PH CNO and PH SBO.
In considering genome editing for better oils it is not
just fatty acids that have to be considered but also
the structure of the triglycerides when long chain
saturated fatty acids are involved.

Figure 7. Endogenous lipase and phospholipase-D cause process contaminants
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Figure 8. Thrombosis Experiment: effects by various edible oils

Chemistry and Biology of Oils and Fats as it is seen that plant-based oils are beta unsaturated
while animal-derived fats are mainly beta-saturated.
Triglycerides
It is clear that oils and fats need to be viewed as
triacylglycerols and not just as fatty acids, the
hydrolytic products. Triglycerides are acted upon
differently by lipase enzymes (lingual, gastric and
pancreatic lipases) with short and medium chains
preferentially hydrolysed in low pH at the mouth and
highly acidic stomach, and with the fatty acids being
directly absorbed. Direct absorption of medium and
short chain fatty acids in the gastric region and further
metabolism uses the portal system.
Long chain fatty acids will be acted upon by the
pancreatic lipase at high pH and needs bundling
as chylomicrons for absorption. Free long-chain
saturated palmitic acid and especially C18 and larger
acids form unabsorbable calcium and magnesium
salts. It is evident that physical and chemical properties
come to play in digestion, absorption and metabolism
of individual fatty acids (Fig. 9). Trans-fats and
polyunsaturated fats are notably unhealthy, the latter
being unstable, highly oxidisable and having poor
shelf life. Palm fats and cocoa fats are beta-unsaturated
as having mainly POP and POS.
Different oils and fats will be expected to differ not
only in fatty acid types but also having fatty acids
positioned differently in their triglycerides. In general,

And as described earlier there are consequences in
enzymatic action and effects in absorption. Detail
distributions of beta or sn-2 fatty acids are given in
Fig. 10. Empirical data of cholesterolemic effects of
various fatty acids show monounsaturates are neutral,
polyunsaturates are cholesterol lowering and long
chain saturated fatty acids are cholesterol raising.
It has been demonstrated experimentally in animal
experiments and clinical trials that palm oil and
especially palm olein are not cholesterolemic being
comparable or even better than with extra virgin olive
oil and high oleic oils [Choudhury et al., 1995].
As shown in Fig. 10 the green and red bars for palm
olein and olive explains the experimental observations
[Goh, 1999, 2001]. Palm olein is beta-unsaturated as
it is with cocoa butter [Cheng et al., 2019; Stonehouse
et al., 2019]. On the other hand, animal fats are betasaturated and hence the continual condemnation
of saturated fats because of cholesterol raising
effects. Note however mother’s milk has saturated
beta-palmitate which is much required by infants
and growing children. Fortunately, the world’s halal
supply for palmitate fat is available from palm stearin
with simple enzymatic processing exploited by
Loders-Crockland of Unilever for patented OPO fat in
infant formula.
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It is clear that so many nutritional studies on
cholesterolaemic effects of various oils and fats have
neglected triglycerides and the positional distributions
of the long-chain saturated fatty acids even as
the short and medium chain fatty acids were not
included in empirical calculations. Revisions to many
published nutritional data are deemed necessary as
many plant-based, long chain saturated fatty acids
have been assumed to be positionally randomized
in the triglyceride structures as well as not being
preferentially absorbed or not absorbed.

In considering genome editing for oil palm it is
important to consider desired triglycerides to be
produced especially for long-chain saturated fatty
acids. The metabolic pathways for fatty acids to
triglycerides may be well known but the potential
outcome of products need to be evaluated carefully. A
simple POS fat may make a better chocolate or provide
faster crystallization (fractionation) but unexpected
beta-stearate nutritional effects may be undesirable. It
is easy to try to please consumers with genome-edited
high oleic oils but will this be a better oil for nutrition,
with better shelf life and other technical uses?

Figure 9. Structures and properties of fatty acids and triglycerides

Figure 10. Cholesterolemia: beta-unsaturated oils and beta-saturated fats
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Obesogenicity, Diabetogenicity and Neurological oil and palm olein which as described in great detail
above have the long-chain saturated palmitic acid
Disorders
It is certainly a great surprise to learn that nutritional
policies of many nations are so little impacted by
science but more by business interests. The US
nutritional guidelines are based mostly on the nation’s
agricultural products from USDA, in particular soybean
oil, processed wheat and corn including corn syrup. In
recommending polyunsaturated SBO consumers faced
higher cancer risk as well as diabesity additionally
exacerbated by processed wheat, corn and corn
syrup. Furthermore, for a long time soybean oil was
used with partial hydrogenation where trans fats have
been established to cause cardiovascular problems.
The low-fat recommendations and consequently
higher carbohydrate and sugar diets have led to an
epidemic of obesity, diabetes and insulin resistance.
Another surprising finding is that SBO and even the
new HO SBO can cause neurological disorders in mice
in comparison to a diet of CNO.
Arising from the findings of selective absorption or
non-absorption of positional saturated long-chain
fatty acids of triglycerides of palm and cocoa, it is
useful to have an overview of national diets with the
major oils and fats. While carbohydrates and sugars
have been considered the dominant cause of obesity
the higher density caloric source from oils and fats is
also a big contributor. WHO [WHO, 2016] has obesity
(BMI) data from most nations and a comparison may
be made (Fig. 11).
A cursory glance would have pointed to the fact that
Pacific islanders would be the leading obese nations
as CNO gets readily digested and absorbed by gastric
lipase, if not for the fact that historically the peoples
were lean but had now adopted new diets of imported
processed carbohydrates and sugars. The Philippines
could be the better example of CNO consuming and
exporting nation but had only a low ranking of 166.
Polyunsaturated oils especially SBO has little of long
chain saturated fatty acids so that almost all the calories
are absorbed on this diet [Deol et al, 2020]. Similarly,
olive oil is almost all absorbed on consumption causing
high obesity when the oil is preferred choice in affluent
countries. Malaysians are considered the most obese in
SE Asia but in comparison to the rest they are far down
the list at 125 [WHO, 2016]. The main dietary fat is palm

poorly absorbed, being 1,3-positionally distributed.

In considering modifying palm oil composition one
has to be careful not to fall into traps created by
misinformation by competitors especially temperate
crop growers who have been unable to grow
economically viable palm-based oils which are so
functional technically as well as nutritionally being
as good as olive oil. The health damage done by
misinformation to the present and last generations
have been massive especially in promoting:
polyunsaturated oils, hydrogenation for margarines,
or low-fat diets. Meanwhile overtly, GM-soybean lauric
oil had been created, only to be an economic disaster
while presently growing crops for palmitate oils are
being encouraged with attractive grants from famous
charitable foundations. GM leaf oils are presently also
being experimented on many carbohydrate crops
to match the high yields of palm, but if only they
are patient enough oil palm could soon be grown
in temperate lands with the prospect of imminent
global warming.
In diversifying PO markets, it may be useful to try to
meet consumer demands. A slightly higher ω9 18:1 oil
may be useful for higher percentage of palm olein in
fractionation and provide with better cold-temperature
clarity. An ω3 DHA oil inclusive of PO antioxidants and
high yield would be a specialty health oil or perhaps
outcompete against the new commercial ω3 Canola
fish oil and this will do wonders globally for food
and feed and “save the oceanic environments”. Some
added MCT-compositional type oils could be a palm
specialty health oil and be an improvement of CNO for
food applications as well as being capable of providing
instant energy and brain food. The ω7 16:1 fatty acid can
be provided by the OP genome as claimed benefits of
ω7 oils are now in clinical trials. As is now known about
sn-regiospecificity in the absorption of the varieties of
fatty acids, genomic engineering for infant-formula
oils can have a specialty oil with sn-2 palmitic oil and
other necessary fatty acids (medium chains, DHA, ω3,
ω9 and perhaps ω7) at the 1,3- positions. Possibilities
for genome editing are only limited by the imagination
and constrained by the many obstacles facing OP
genome editing.
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Figure 11. Obesity comparisons for peoples of various nations and their preferences of caloric food sources

Global Warming: Are We Too Late?
Forest fires are becoming frequent worldwide
despite international efforts to reduce anthropogenic
emissions (GHG) from fossil fuels. However, major
nations are still reluctant to put up more robust plans
for mitigation due to possible negative effects on the
economy. Forest fires from global warming cannot
be controlled and are only extinguished by natural
rainfall. Likewise, excessive precipitations have also
been causing flood damage and heavy snowfalls. It
was easy to blame agriculture as part of GHG problem
emissions (Fig. 12) and it is easy to see that pasture land
has been the greatest emitter while even growing of
soybean causes considerable emissions compared to
oil palm.

Forest fires leading to deforestations is a serious
consequence of global warming. While international
recommendations target to limit to 1° – 2°C average
of land and sea temperatures, it is seen that this may
be too late as land temperatures can spike to 1.42°C
as had happened to Indonesia and then Australia. This
has little to do with agriculture or the growing of oil
palm (as the Western media would like to misinform)
but due to high GHG emissions mainly from developed
countries. The subsequent forest fires were seen to
be uncontrollable resulting in massive deforestations
and had to wait for the rains to come naturally to
extinguish the fires. It is expected that the world will
be faced with frequent instances of climate extremes
while nations are planning to be carbon neutral only in
30 long years, as far as 2050 and beyond.

Figure 12. Forest fires causing deforestations worldwide due to global warming [adapted from Goh, 2020]
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Figure 13. Global climate warming, deforestations and target limits for world temperature
[Adapted from Chandran, 2019; Goh, 2020; IPCC, 2018]

Market Trends and Genome Editing of Oil Crops
For various reasons, prices of oils appear to be on
downward trends especially for palm fruit oil. The
periods of low prices were especially painful for
growers while prices have recovered at the end of 2020
together with other commodities. The long term price
trend for all oils including petroleum is not optimistic
as technological advancements inclusive of genome
editing will be fostering for better yields and higher
efficiencies on the supply side (Fig. 14). Unfortunately,
it means that unless there is a successful digital and
technological transformation, the growing of palm oil
will be relegated to geographical areas where cheap
labour force is available.
However, CNO and PKO shine. Maybe a little attention
for genome editing targets should be given to kernel
and PKO. If market driven, perhaps higher yields, more
MCT fatty acids and more protein in kernel cake will be
useful targets. It will mean specialty oils and products
for both PK and palm fruit oils, if only there can be
sufficient market uptake in the future.

GMO and Genome Editing Advances
Advances in GMO is evident in soybean and Canola
cultivations. Over the years, small incremental yields
had been achieved as illustrated for SBO (Fig 15). There
have been several GMO modifications for Canola

as well and with yield improvements. The highest
Canola yields claimed by top individual farmers in
United Kingdom and Australia were in excess of 3
MT/ha/yr which is comparable to average Indonesian
palm oil yields of 3.5 MT/ha. The yields of soybean
are significant with incremental rises from GMO
contributions over the years. Recently, editing by
TALEN had provided the much sought after HO SBO,
after decades of misinformation of mistaken benefits
of polyunsaturated oils. High oleic SBO is nutritionally
preferable and technically has higher shelf-life due to
oxidative stability. However, compared to CNO it is still
more obesogenic, diabetogenic and neurologically
damaging [Deol, et al. 2020]
As given soybean is grown for protein and carbohydrate
and SBO is a by-product. In comparison of calorific
values the oil palm still leads with an average of 4
MT/Ha but RSPO leaders are reporting 6 MT/Ha. With
replanting taking place recently yields will rise upwards
but a little slowly the first few years. At 6 – 8 MT/Ha
palm oil should remain at a comfortable lead even
without genomic editing. As noted earlier, genome
editing should be targeted to alleviate labour needs
– dwarfness, architecture (higher density plantings),
low endogenous enzymes, low fruit abscission and
resistance to Ganoderma. Of course, new specialist
oils if marketable would be useful for expansion in
downstream products preferably in response to any
consumer demands (rational or irrationable).
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Figure 14. Long term price trends of CPO, PKO and CNO

Figure 15. Soybean yields over the years with GMO improvements [adapted from Lee, 2017]

Conclusions
It may be concluded that in general there are endless
opportunities for applications by genome editing
spearheaded by CRISPR-Cas9 editing tool which has a
lot of advantages:- simple, precise, flexible, moderately
efficient, multiplexable and economical (Fig. 16). There
is hope now for cures of genetic diseases, e.g. sickle
cell can be cured ex-vivo, while it is at least possible to
prevent off-springs from inheriting genetic diseases.
The state-of-art is not ready to do genome editing
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directly on humans and human embryos (although it
may have happened, escaping protocols) as there is
still no 100% precision in targeting of intended genes
and efficiencies may not be as high as expected,
while new challenges are showing up. But genomic
science continues to advance as new and improved
methodologies are being invented, e.g. single base
editing and prime editing. Some trial applications may
be highlighted: therapy for some cancers in stage-1
trials, single-base editing for genetic diseases, human
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organ growing after immunosuppression of animal
genes, trials on resurrection of extinct species, etc.
In agriculture, applications are less hindered by
regulations as genome editing is more acceptable
than GMO. Because of simplicity, speed and relative
precision, CRISPR genome editing has replaced GMO
and other forms of gene editing such as TALEN and
ZFC. Annual crops and horticulture have experienced
a boom in genome editing for various traits: dwarfness, yield, slow-ripening, fruit/flower colour,
improved flavours, anti-oxidative browning, viral and
bacterial resistance, drought/salinity tolerance, and
weed resistance and insect resistance. One concept
of controlling insects is the gene drive (Fig. 17). The
normal sterilization route usually fails after a couple of
generations but gene-edited sterility can in principle
drive the insect to extinction [Windbichler et al, 2011].
This type of control of mosquitoes has been tested
in the laboratory and in two islands providing up to
95%control. But unintended ecological consequences
that could arise are being monitored.

There are potential opportunities for the oil palm but
as a relatively slow maturing tree crop and a large
genome size, each project can take up to 8 years to
complete compared to about less than 2 years for
annual crops (Figs. 18 & 19). Preliminary experiments
showed it is possible to do multiplex editing but to
get the plantlet to maturity and stabilized will take
some time [Masani, 2021]. The potential benefits
from the oil palm is promising while the present
challenges may be advantageous to discourage
more competitive labs from predatory research for
intellectual property rights while the germplasms are
available locally. Oil palm plantations of tomorrow will
hopefully be designed to provide desirable agronomic
traits as well as desirable or specialized oils to please
and benefit all consumers. It must be remembered
other technological developments must see parallel
developments. It is fortunate modern batteries are
going to be manufactured in Indonesia as this will pave
the way for cheap solar-storaged energy to power
estates of tomorrow which will have automation, EV,
robotics, and 5G wifi from satellites.

Figure 16. Applications to medicine
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Figure 17. Control of insect pests

Figure 18. Applications to oil palm

Figure 19. Genome editing is the future for agriculture
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TRANSPORTATION BIOFUELS IN AN
ERA OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
Introduction
The threat of humanitarian disasters from global
warming or climate change is generally accepted as
due to anthropogenic causes principally the rapid
increases of emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG)
from burning fossil fuels because of human demands
for energy, food, travel and leisure activities. Until
recently energy resources have been mostly from
fossil fuels, nuclear fission and hydro-power but now
fossil fuels are required to be reduced progressively
to future targets of carbon neutrality. Thus, sources
of renewable energy have to be depended on and
it is fortunate that the sun’s energy if harvested can
provide all the energy needed by mankind so that
there has been tremendous growth in installations of
solar and wind farms.
Battery technology, however, will need to incorporate
latest improvements and manufacturing capacities
in order to be of practical use in the multiple modes
of transportation as well as for grid or large-scale
energy storage. In the longer term newly developed
“forever” quantum glass battery may be economically
manufactured for widespread use just as solar
photovoltaic energy is now competitive with fossil
energy. This has caused an explosive rise of EVs and
combined with AI-powered autonomous technology
it could foster a new megatrend much anticipated by a
few developed nations while the rest of the world will
still need to use combustion/compression engines or
hybrid vehicles.
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Presently, biofuels especially for transportation will
still play a role (even if minor) in the renewable energy
mix towards sustaining the planet. The volatility of
petroleum price and supply as well as environmental
restrictions in its use, has also fueled global interest
in biofuels as a green renewable energy source which
is also needed in solving some environmental waste
problems. The 2020 pandemic has certainly caused
volatility and uncertainty but once borders are open
again usage of crude and biofuels will likely return to
2019 levels.
The biofuels market unfortunately is difficult to predict
even for the next ten years. It is clear that the EU has
little interest for imports but will support to contain
waste vegetable oils while a slight growth may occur in
the US due to a reversal of climate policy. For the whole
world including emerging markets there may limited
growth in the medium term but this will still be driven
by national support policies and better awareness of
large corporations to support efforts to reduce carbon
emissions and reduce pollution.
Abbreviations. AI = artificial intelligence; B30 = biodiesel with
30% FAME; CNO = coconut oil; CPO = crude palm oil; ESG =
environment, social, governance concerns; EV = electric vehicles;
FAME = fatty acid methyl ester; FOB-ARA = free on board –
Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp; GHG = greenhouse gases; HVO
= hydro-treated vegetable oil; ILUC = induced land use change;
ISCC= International Sustainability and Carbon Certification; KL =
Kuala Lumpur; LCA = life cycle assessment; MPOB = Malaysian Palm
Oil Board; PFAD = palm fatty acid distillate; POME = palm oil mill
effluent; RED = renewable energy directive for EU as EU RED; RSPO
= roundtable sustainable palm oil; SAF = sustainable aviation fuel;
SBO = soybean oil; SFO = sunflower oil; SPK – synthetic paraffinic
kerosene; UCO = WCO; UCO = waste or used cooking oil
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Biofuels
With increasing ecological awareness and the need
to preserve a sustainable planet, the huge energy mix
used worldwide need to be examined to curb global
warming and keep to the target of 2°C limit rise in
temperature. Of greatest priority is the reduction in the
use of fossil energy and several nations have declared
for carbon neutral goals by 2050 or 2060.
Apart from climate, urban air pollution has
necessitated that transportation vehicles to be
powered by electricity or hydrogen-fuel cells but these
are only slowly replacing combustion engines, so that
transportation still accounts for a large part in fossil fuel
use [WBA, 2013]. First generation biofuels have served
as alternative green energy to partly replace land
-transport fossil fuels but there remain tremendous
demands from the aviation and marine sectors.
Bioethanol has been from food crops (sugarcane, corn
and other starch sources) and biodiesel has mainly
been produced from oil crops as fatty acid methyl
esters (FAME) but hydrocarbons are now available
from hydro-treated vege-oils (HVO).
These first generation biofuels have been critically
examined after about a decade of use. Bioethanol
from corn is only about 20% better (greener) than
petrol while lignocellulosic ethanol will be more
promising but this, although technically feasible, is still
difficult to achieve cost-effectively. Detractors of corn
bioethanol use in the US criticized the three levels of
tax incentives to farmers, producers and blenders at
petrol stations. Palm FAME is considered only 45%
better than diesel and improves to 55% with methane
capture but that from rapeseed had been questioned.
Energy return from corn bioethanol is only about
1.3:1 but is better for Brazil cane-sugar ethanol at 8:1
while palm biodiesel is about 2.5:1. It is also becoming
evident that biofuel use depends much on mandates
so that most petroleum importing nations can benefit.
More importantly, economic viability has been driving
discretionary use of biofuels when crude oil prices
remain high and that plants producing oil and sugar
need to be high yielding crops.
Indonesia as a net crude oil importing nation has
successfully adjusted petroleum fuel tax and biodiesel
subsidies to be balanced with palm oil export taxes.
Even then, the crash of crude prices in 2020 has created
problems because of low prices of CPO for 2019 and

early 2020 so that the intended B40 implementation
from the present B30 may be delayed. The 2021
high prices will make even B30 mandates appear
unproductive and wasteful even if this removes
excess stocks (hence supports prices) and increases
government revenue. However, Brazil is one of the
few places to see setbacks as the government ordered
a reduction in the blending mandates for biodiesel.
Markets are beyond the control of users or suppliers
as it is evident from price correlations of prices of
vege-oils with crude petroleum and that petroleum
being of lower price and more cheaply convertible to
transportation fuels, thus defining the base prices of
vege-oils and biofuels.
In the US, the implementation of corn bioethanol
seems to be a gold rush to avoid importing petroleum
before fracking became so successful. And then
there were three incentives provided for bioethanol.
Lignocellulosic bioethanol from corn stover and other
agro-wastes is now available; however, it still remains
economically and technically challenging.
Biobutanol has also been developed from
fermentation of renewable lignocellulosic biomass
from agro-wastes. Diesel engines can run on pure
butanol or diesel blends without problems. As with
other bio-fermentation fuels, there are bottlenecks for
cheap/free feedstocks, efficient Clostridium organisms
and easy biotechnological processes to overcome cost
problems.
There has always been interest in algal biofuels but
currently no commercial enterprise has been able to
maximize productivity and cost efficiency in these
biofuels which makes their potential doubtful.

Industrial Uses of Green Energy
Decarbonization is one of the top-three concerns
of businesses in view of ESG and global warming.
Projections only expect hydrogen to be commercially
viable in 10 years at the earliest while solar electricity is
being slowly rolled out. So the transition to electric or
hydrogen-powered equipment energy will take some
time to materialize, large industries and construction
projects have taken strategic step-change approach
to significantly reduce emissions associated with plant
and equipment for the immediate term using green
biofuels. Choice of fuel source may equate to close
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to 90% savings in carbon emissions and an estimated
85% in reduction of emission particulates as compared
to the use of petroleum diesel, even if this is a shortterm gap until total renewable electric or hydrogenpower becomes widely available. In the longer term
future (2040-50) hydrogen and electrification are lowcarbon technologies of choice with light-duty EVs and
hydrogen powering heavy-duty vehicles.

Palm Oil: An Unsurpassed Renewable Energy
Resource
In considering palm oil for renewable energy, the
productivity of oil palm which provides reliable source
of energy should be highlighted. Planted on only
8.5% of the total land occupied by oil crops, palm oil
can provide 43% of the world’s edible oil. The world
population is projected to exceed 9 billion by 2050 and
the world is under pressure to meet global demands
for more food and renewable fuel. Oil palm can help to
meet this demand as it is the most productive oil crop
in the world, it presently produces 5-10 times more
oil per hectare per year than rapeseed and soybean
crops. The theoretical yield of oil palm is estimated
as 18 tonnes per hectare per year. Today the national
average of Malaysian palm oil yield is about 4 tonnes
per hectare per year with RSPO leaders reporting 6
tonnes, and it is feasible to double oil yields in about
two decades with replanting with available breeding
materials without having to match the high theoretical
yield potential. As palm biodiesel is renewable, the
CO2 emitted from running diesel engines using palm
biodiesel was originally photosynthesized is reused by
the oil palm trees to yield more palm oil. This is a green
energy cycle except for fertilizer input, but in future will
be completed by a circular agriculture when effluents
and waste are converted and recycled as fertilizers.
Zero-effluent discharge from evaporation technology
has been demonstrated providing a way forward to a
circular palm agriculture. Therefore, renewable palm
biofuel has become a reality from what was originally
conceptualized to be an environmentally-friendly
green energy to replace fossil diesel.
LCA of RSPO palm biodiesel with methane capture of
effluents, is optimal and better than for other edible
oils [Puah et al, 2016]. A comparison of the carbon
footprints of seven major oils [Beyer & Rademacher,
2021] shows oil palm as the lowest much due to its
high oil yields.
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Comparative values for GHG savings from palm FAME
with biogas methane capture is 55% compared to 45%
taken for rapeseed while better values come from
hydrotreated vegetable oils e.g. palm HVO 65%. Waste
cooking oil (WCO or UCO) can cause serious pollution
in temperate countries (e.g. fatberg clogging of sewage
systems) and in developing countries illegal recycling
for food uses may cause health risks. Use of WCO for
biofuel is “double counted” in Europe and GHG savings
is greater than 80%.

Carbon Footprints
It is well known that the oil palm is the highest yielding
oil crop but wrongly perceived to be damaging to
the environment. However, in comparing the seven
major oils (palm oil, SBO, rapeseed oil, SFO, groundnut
oil, CNO and olive oil) using the combined global
agricultural and environmental datasets, the oil palm
has been found to have the lowest carbon footprint
associated with the production of one litre of vegetable
oil (Fig. 1) [Beyer & Tademacher, 2021].

Historical Development of FAME Biodiesel
Malaysia has had an early lead in R&D in palm oil
biofuels. Earlier policy decisions have recognized the
inherent price volatility of the edible oil markets. At
times of glut, palm oil can be cheaper than petroleum,
whereby excess palm oil can be profitably burnt for
power or as transportation fuel which simultaneously
supports prices by removing excess stocks. During
such times petroleum-importing EU countries can
reduce fossil usage by direct burning of palm oil
while earning carbon credits. The first generation
of palm biodiesel consists of methyl esters made by
esterification of palm oil and other palm oil fractions
or by-product fractions but unfortunately excess
glycerine by-product could not be readily marketed
while use of by-product phytonutrients was only in an
infancy stage.
Recent developments of the preparations of palm
esters also take into consideration of palm methyl esters
for use in oleochemicals, glycerol for the chemical and
polymer industries and extraction of valuable vitamin
compounds and other useful minor components.
Carotenes, tocotrienols, sterols and squalene are byproducts in the production of methyl esters used in
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Figure 1. Comparison of the carbon footprints of seven major oils [Beyer & Rademacher, 2021]

biodiesel blends. Glycerol can find uses in chemicals or
be transformed into ethylene, methanol and ethylene/
propylene glycols, the latter glycols are in demand
for polymers.
Used frying oil, recovered waste oils, palm fatty acid
distillate and recovered POME oil have been used as
raw materials for FAME biodiesel [Loh & Choo, 2003].
Generally, there has been a shortage of waste cooking
and vegetable oils for biofuel production.

Transition to Advanced Biofuels
The world has embarked on using energy resources
that only minimally cause GHG emissions. The first
generation biofuels have caused food-fuel dilemmas
and the move has been towards non-food resources:
agricultural wastes, food wastes, some plastic wastes
and crops not involving induced-land-use-change
(ILUC) and further must meet a threshold of at least
a 65% greenhouse gas reduction over fossil fuel.
Restrictions on food competition and land use will
involve great expectations in better technologies for
biofuel production processes [ERIA, 2017]
Biomass from agricultural crops will depend on making
use of the abundant cellulosic and lignocellulosic

crop wastes, wood wastes and high-biomass grasses
without ILUC. The current shortage of arable land
makes it unlikely that it is feasible to grow biomass on
a large scale for biofuel. Direct cellulosic bioethanol
technology may not yet be economically viable so
that combination technologies need to be used to
provide bioalcohols (or derivatives), hydrocarbons and
aromatics. Biomass can first undergo saccharification
processes to provide sugars for fermentation to
bioethanol and lignocellulose. The latter is pyrolysed
to crude bio-oil mixture (carboxylic acids and
aromatics) and syn-gas (H2 and CO). Syn-gas can be
used to make linear hydrocarbons by Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis. Further hydrodeoxygenation of carboxylic
acids and oxygenated aromatics can provide linear
hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons. Catalytic
isomerization provides branched chain hydrocarbons.
Blended cuts of linear and branched hydrocarbons and
aromatics can now be available for blending or direct
use as petrol, biodiesel and aviation fuels. Selected
municipal waste and some non-chlorinated plastics
can also provide raw material sources for pyrolysis.
WCO and various recovered palm oils segregated from
quality food-grade oils and by-product technical oils or
POME oil are available from the palm oil industry. FAME
as biodiesel is less favoured because of methanol from
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fossil energy, oxygenation provides less favourable
energy density and that a higher GHG savings (>65%)
is needed as in HVO.
To provide biofuels for the whole range of
transportation modes, it is essential to make use of
the available petroleum industry technologies. Fatty
acids and glyceride oils are hydrodeoxygenated to a
range of linear paraffins and propane using hydrogen
from methane (biogas) reforming or from syn-gas.
Deoxygenation using metal oxides (CaO, TiO2, Mn(IV)
O) are being researched on to provide alkanes,
aromatics and organic acids. Hydrodeoxygenation
typically uses Ni/Mo/Al2O3 or Co/Mo/Al2O3 catalysts
and hydrogen at 300°-600°C.
Long chain hydrocarbons are catalytically cracked,
isomerized and reformed to a range of linear, branched
and aromatic hydrocarbons suitable for blending for
petrol, jet-kerosene and biodiesel. Techno-economic
analysis indicates multiple biofuel plants could be
economically advantageous if situated nearby to
related petrochemical plants and needed capacities
in the 200,000 tonne range to produce chemically
blendable and similar petrochemical/oleochemical
products: gaseous fuel, all types of liquid transportation
fuels and heating fuels [ERIA, 2017].

Used Cooking Oil and Recovered Waste Oils
While biofuels for combustion/compression engines
will be phased out to favour electric vehicles (EV),

considerations are for the meaningful use of waste and
recovered oils and that the increase of CO2 emissions
projected in the aviation sector of up to 3.5% by 2030
so that sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) will become
increasingly important.
There is also the change now implemented for
sustainable maritime fuels. While many countries
including Malaysia and Indonesia will be slow to
switch totally to EVs, perhaps hybrid vehicles will be
depended on for the medium to long terms. Economic
forces still favour the use of
fossil fuels but environment
and climate issues are
now being taken very
seriously. EU leads the way
on regulatory changes for
sustainable energy use and
have created opportunities
in the RED II targets for WCO
or UCO and even recovered
POME oils (Figs. 2 & 3) [Lever, P. Lever (Argus Media)
2021].
Presently SAF is still more expensive than jet fuel
from petroleum but mandates for aviation fuels are
being planned after a setback occurred due to the
2020 pandemic.
Suggestions of gradual blending from 0.5% (2021)
to up to 30% (2030) with SAF from HVO processing
where RED II could provide a 1.2 multiplier effect for
carbon credit.

Figure 2. Biodiesel prices from UCO and POME compared to from CPO [from Lever, 2021]
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Figure 3. Comparison of palm HVO, WCO HVO and gasoil prices [from Lever, 2021]

Conclusions
Biofuels are needed not only to help in reducing GHG
emissions to mitigate global warming but also reduce
environmental pollution in multiple ways (low S and
air particulates, waste oils, municipal wastes and some
plastics). Biofuels and renewable jet biofuel provide
for low-carbon fuel options with similar or superior
performance and emission characteristics
The roles of biofuels are complex encompassing
economic, environmental, social and political aspects
and vary widely among different countries. First
generation biofuels have served well especially for
petroleum importing countries and producers of
high-yielding calorific crops, especially oil palm and
sugarcane.
The oil palm has been mistakenly criticized because
of the 2015 severe deforestation fires due to globalwarming and El Nino phenomenon, as the palm tree
actually has the lowest carbon footprint among all the
commercial oil crops. In an era of rapidly advancing
technologies, the use and nature of biofuels will remain
in the dynamic flux in competition with the hydrogen
economy, improving battery technology, vehicles
powered by electricity or fuel-cells and perhaps (in the
future) fusion energy.

Next generation biofuels are more demanding for
GHG savings in excess of 65%, not achievable by 1st
generation biofuels. Focus will be on convertible
environmental wastes (cooking oils, recovered waste
oils, wood and agricultural biomass, some plastics
and municipal wastes). Technologies used will depend
on known catalytic processes employed in the
petrochemical industry. High yielding crops such as oil
palm and other high biomass producers may be able
to meet the new criteria of 2nd generation biofuels.
Aviation jet fuels has been included but it will still be
challenging in terms of economic viability in view of
the 2020 crash of petroleum prices; mandates and
volatility of oil prices will remain to create uncertainty
in biofuel use. Technical and economically viable
plants of 200,000 tons need to be situated nearby
petrochemical complexes to use known catalytic
technologies and to provide and complement product
requirements: propane gas, petrol/gasoline, kerosene
jet fuel, diesel and mixed fuel oils. For the medium
term biofuels will continue to serve the transportation
sectors (terrestrial, marine and aviation) and industries
relying on diesel-powered machines as fully electric
and fuel-cell technologies are still slow in replacing
combustion engines while a battery-powered plane is
only a very distant possibility.
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ADVANCING THE FULL THERAPEUTIC
POTENTIAL OF VITAMIN-E ISOFORMS:
PURE AND PURIFIED TOCOTRIENOLS
Introduction
Tocotrienols within the group of Vitamin E compounds
have unique therapeutic properties and have been the
subject of much research. The remarkable medicinal
and health-giving properties apart from being vitamin
E for fertility and a lipid soluble antioxidant, include
a wide-range of protective effects on inflammation,
radioactive cell damage, cardiovascular disease,
osteoporosis, cancers (breast, ovarian, prostate and
pancreatic), diabetes, stroke, neurological damage,
obesity, metabolic disorders and fatty liver disease.
There has been increasing market growth for
tocotrienols, estimated at US$321.5 million in 2018 and
growing at 6.7% CAGR.

Despite widespread use, however, it has been clear
that samples of tocotrienols used can mostly contain
a percentage of α-tocopherol (α-T), the normal vitamin
E which dominates the absorption and accumulation
over the other vitamin isoforms. In the course of
evolution over the millennia, the human body has
evolved a mechanism of preferential absorption and
storage of α-tocopherol using an alpha tocopherol
transfer protein (α-TTP). This dominating property has
caused α-T to depress (or even act as an antagonist)
the biological properties of tocotrienols [Gee, 2014].
Recent requirements in studies and clinical trials have
to depend very much on purified tocotrienols without
α-T or by use of pure single T3 compounds.

Oil palm fruit and annatto seeds [Pic Refs]
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Outstanding research on biological/medicinal
functions of tocotrienols comes mostly from the
laboratories of Chandra Sen [Sen, 2021] who had to
depend mostly on Tocotrienol-Rich-Fraction (TRF)
which is widely available commercially but when
available α-T3 was used and due cognizance is given
to effects and limitations of using TRF mixtures.
Earlier work has shown tocotrienols act as vitamin E
in fertility in mice and that
orally administered α-T3 was
delivered to all vital organs
including the brain and
spinal cord. α-T3 is the more
metabolically stable isoform
compared to the others
but unlike α-T it still needs
continual supplementation
Chandran K Sen
every two months.
Apart from being prominently antioxidant, small
T3 molecules are recognized to be important in cell
signaling. One of the more interesting properties is in
neuro-protective action, even at nanomolar levels. In
particular, tocotrienols have been useful for treatment
of stroke patients in stroke recovery, for reduction of
stroke severity, for mini-stroke and ischaemic stroke
patients, being beneficial in reducing aspirin resistance
and for further stroke prevention. The compounds
induce arteriogenesis in the affected brain areas
and not promoting angiogenesis during post-stroke
recovery.
Tocotrienols have gained the attention of clinicians
by demonstrating compelling anti-cancer activities
in pre-clinical research. The underlying mechanism
facilitating this effect has been attributed to the antiproliferative, anti-angiogenic, pro-apoptotic and
immune-enhancing nature of T3. Neuroprotective
ability conferred by T3 in pre-clinical research has
gained momentum and was further explored as a
novel approach in humans. Beyond their antioxidative
nature, T3, particularly α-T3, were found to induce
neuroprotection at nano-molar concentrations. In fact,
the circulating plasma T3 were found to be 20 times
more than the required dose for neuroprotection. In
liver disease patients, tocotrienols have been found to
be beneficial to delay progression of the disease.
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Abbreviations. α-T = alpha-tocopherol; CAGR = compound
average growth rate; GC-MS = gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry; MPOB = Malaysian Palm Oil Board; NAFLD =
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease; NGF = nerve growth factor;
RCT = randomized controlled trial; T2 = Tocodienols; T1 =
Tocomonoenols; T3 = Tocotrienols; TRF = tocotrienol-rich fraction

Tocotrienols (T3), Tocodienols (T2) and
Tocomonoenols (T1)
The chemical structures of tocotrienols and
α-tocopherol are shown in Fig. 1 and space-filling
models in Fig. 2. A typical composition of tocotrienols
mixture from Elaeis guineensis palm is illustrated in
Fig. 3 below where trace component 7’,11’-α-T2 is also
identified by GCMS as illustrated. Also, 11’-α-T1 has been
recently isolated as a minor component and its NMR
spectrum recorded [Muller et al, 2019]. A trace amount
of 12’-tocomonoenol was also isolated and identified.
Counter current chromatography also allowed the
isolation and enrichment for the NMR identification
of two α-T2 isomers: 3’,11’-α-T2 and 7’,11’-α-T2. Two
tocomonoenols (T1) were tentatively identified as γ-T1
and β-T1 by GCMS.
Nothing is known of the properties of T1 and T2
compounds especially on their possible bioactivities
and their metabolism in nutrition and health.

Figure 1. Chemical structures of tocotrienols (T3),
α-T and tocopherols
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Figure 2. Space-filling models of α-T
and α-T3 [Pic Refs]

Not much are known of the structure-and-function
relationships of the various isoforms of tocopherols and
tocotrienols or of the tocodienols and tocomonoenols.
The space-filling models seem to indicate that
tocotrienols have more rigidity introduced by the
double bonds (Fig. 2). However, it seems that with the
triene side chain the molecule is sufficiently mobile
to penetrate the blood/brain barrier, thus providing
for neuroprotective effects. A rigid linear structure
makes it compatible for accumulation into membrane
structures while alpha-tocopherol can zip easily
through membranes. The same unsaturated isoprene
side chain of T3 is also likely involved in interference
of the cholesterol lowering pathway in biosynthesis.
Apart from differences in structure there appears
to be different binding differences to transporter
proteins which account for uptake and bioavailability
differences among the different isoforms. Probably
the biggest challenge is provided by the selective
α-TTP protein for α-T accumulation at the expense of
tocotrienols. T3 compounds appear to be too rigid to
bind to α-TTP and it may be possible that lesser known
T1 and T2 isoforms may be able to suitably bind in
different degrees.

Figure 3. GC-MS Detection and identification
of trace component α-T2

Sources of Tocotrienols
Tocopherols and tocotrienols are widespread in micro
amounts in plant tissues, seeds, grains and vegetable
oils. Useful sources of tocotrienols with or without
tocopherols (and estimated yields) are palm oil (avg
4 kg/Ha/Yr; MPOB high-yielding PS8 breed, 20 kg/
Ha/Yr); annatto (2.8); barley (1.36), rice bran oil (0.05);
coconut oil (0.072) and natural rubber (0.29 kg/Ha/Yr).
In physically refined oils (e.g. palm and rice bran), some
tocotrienols accumulate in the fatty acid deodorizer
distillates and these provide pre-concentrates of
tocotrienols which are used commercially for their
further purification and recovery. Many sources of
tocotrienol-rich fractions (TRF) are now available: most
sources from palm and rice-bran oils contain varying
amounts of α-T in admixture with tocotrienols but
annatto seeds contain a major amount of δ-T3. Large
amounts of tocotrienols and other phytonutrients
have been made available in the commercial supply of
palm biodiesel.
Some oil palm species of E. oleifera provide only
tocotrienols with little α-T. Commercial samples of
mainly palm-oil derived TRF are readily available
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(tocotrienols content in %): Beijing Gingko’s δ
tocotrienol-92 (92%); Carotech’s Tocomin (25%);
Delta Tocotrienol-92 (92%); Eastman’s Nu triene
tocotrienol (30%); Oryza tocotrienol-70 (40%); Oryza
tocotrienol-80 (60%); Davos (63%); Sime’s Gold Trie®;
Palm Nutraceuticals (89%); Tocovid from Hovid (~73%)

Purified Tocotrienols
Most preparations are in the form of tocotrienolrich fractions (TRF) which have relied on the main
sources of edible oil refining by-products such as fatty
acid distillates from which the fatty acids and partial
glycerides are removed to leave a concentrate rich
in tocotrienols. Considering that as much as or more
than 10 million MT per year of palm oil have been
burnt as biofuels, the tocotrienols could well be saved
by molecular distillation or by selective extraction
methods prior to being converted to fuel, providing a
possible 5,000 tonnes of tocotrienols.
Many studies have considered α-T to be undesirable,
selective extraction technologies have been
investigated to allow for less of it to be extracted or
removed. Normal and supercritical liquid extractions
with additives have been examined. Deep eutectic
solvents incorporating choline-citric acid salt pairing
have shown some selectivity for tocotrienols as against
α-T [Nu’man & Ng, 2020]. A complicated patented
process uses simulated moving bed separation

process with a selective stationary absorbent and a
mobile desorbing phase. Use of clathrate additives for
selective absorption can be used but is unfortunately
not scalable. Supercritical fluid desorption from silica
gel could achieves up to 93% tocotrienols from TRF
mixtures [Mucillo & Bolanos, 2013]. Nutraceuticals
patented technology allows for efficient large-scale
extraction of α-T-free tocotrienols fractions.
Most chromatographic techniques can be adapted
for separations of tocotrienols and tocopherols with
different degrees of efficiency balanced by cost factors.
For elimination of α-T from tocotrienols multigramscale preparations have already been achieved.
Supercritical chromatography allows for a front cut of
α-T while counter-current chromatography allows for
an easier late cut of α-T fraction for separation from the
tocotrienols. A diagrammatic illustration of countercurrent chromatographic separation is shown in Fig. 4.

Agricultural and Biotechnology Methods
There are varieties of S. American oil palms (E. oleifera)
which provide tocotrienols with little of α-T. They
should be useful to breed to provide for higher
yields. MPOB’s PS8 E. guineenis is a high-yielding
tocotrienols cultivar.
The present paradigm shift to use gene editing to
solve production problems seems attractive. One

Figure 4. Diagrammatic illustration of counter-current separation of tocotrienols
[adapted from Muller et al, 2019]
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Figure 5. A semi-synthesis of δ-T3 from δ-garcinoic acid (from [Ville et al, 2019])

of the more successful biotech methodologies has
been the use of yeast cultures with gene modification
to direct the production of natural products [Shen
et al, 2020]. A high-tocotrienols producing yeast
strain was successfully constructed by adopting a
cold-shock-triggered temperature control system
in addition to comprehensive optimization of the
biochemical pathways, to enable the production of
tocotrienols of up to 320 mg/L. In time this technology
will be used for producing selected tocotrienols or
other trace components as has been done for other
bioactive compounds.

Synthetic and Semi-Synthetic Methods
The old multistep syntheses of tocotrienols were
not practical or costly and no new approaches have
been attempted. A semi-synthetic procedure for
α-T3 has been described by derivatizing a mixture of
natural β,γ,δ−tocotrienols by a Mannich reaction with
formaldehyde and a polymer-bound secondary amine
whereby the polymer-based product can just be
separated out by filtration and then reduced to α-T3.
A semi-synthesis of δ-T3 has been published (Fig. 5
[Ville et al, 2019]).
The low half-lives of tocotrienols and their
discrimination by α-TPP against absorption and
accumulation have been the main challenges facing
their adoption for widespread use in health and
medicine. Towards removing the rigidity of the
triene side-chain of tocotrienols, the synthesis of
2R,8’S,3’E,11’E-δ-tocotrienol (δ-T2) from the natural

δ-T3 has been described. Natural δ-T3 from annatto,
after protection of the phenolic group, was cleaved by
osmium tetroxide oxidation to a mixture of products
from which the aldehyde from cleavage of 3’-4’ double
bond was used for further synthetic steps involving
the use of (R)(-)-citronellyl bromide to finally give δ-T2.
Simulations indicate that δ-T2 can dock into the α-TTP
protein.
To further advance the approved use of tocotrienols
it is likely that more pure compounds are needed for
clinical trials and studies on the mechanisms of action
of the plethora of bioactivities elicited by tocotrienols
[Gee, 2014].

Limitations in Use of Tocotrienols
It has been repeatedly found that even though γ- and
δ- tocotrienols are potent anti-cancer agents in vitro,
it remains mostly challenging to see their activity in
vivo. As previously pointed out this is because of their
poor absorption and bio-availability limitations and
also their limited half-lives. The differences in binding
to transporters in the gut are not well documented
causing uncertain observed absorption and
bioavailabilties. Observations have also been made
of γ-T3 absorption which appears that uptake can be
saturable, indicative of a carrier mediated process.
Despite promising anti-diabetic and anti-obesity
effects of tocotrienols in animal studies, clinical studies
do not support anti-obesity effects in humans but
results for antidiabetic effects were heterogeneous.
Promising phase 3 clinical trials are in progress for
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reversing debilitating effects of diabetes (eyesight,
peripheral nerve and kidney damages) with Tocovid
treatments beyond 6 months’ duration (Kadir, 2021)
Early studies on chemotherapy treatment with ovarian
cancer in combination with tocotrienols showed
promising results.
Despite the many limitations tocotrienols remain safe,
food-derived and can be well tolerated at high doses
even though in some instances, biological activity
can be effected at low nano-molar levels. Some of
the limitations can be partly overcome by appropriate
formulation or with nano-formulation strategies, e.g.
entrapment in nano-vesicles and lipid nano-emulsions
[Kabir et al, 2017].
Besides potent anticancer activity, tocotrienols
also have potential to treating various diseases and
disorders including Alzheimer’s disease, neurotoxicity
suppressive action, Parkinson’s disease, osteoporosis,
immune modulatory conditions and perhaps
even ageing.

Clinical Trials
Tocotrienols exhibit versatility in inducing cell death
by modulating various mechanisms in cancers.
Tocotrienols exhibit potent proapoptotic capacities
by inducing mitochondria-mediated apoptosis and
endoplasmic reticulum-stress-mediated apoptosis;
this co-elicitation is believed to serve as an enhanced
cancer-killing strategy [Tham et al., 2019]. Overall,
mechanisms are complex and much need to be better
understood.
A recent study conducted at Denmark’s Vejle Hospital
provided evidence of delta-tocotrienol’s benefits
for cancer patients. Results of the open-label trial
suggest delta-tocotrienol in combination with
bevacizumab had additive effects in chemotherapy
refractory ovarian cancer, possibly conferred by the
anti-angiogenic activity of both compounds. This is
the first-ever clinical trial using tocotrienols in ovarian
cancer patients. Patient disease stabilization was high
at 70%, with increased survival, which approximately
doubled.
Clinical trials embarked on breast, colon, pancreas, lung
and ovary cancers have shown therapeutic benefits;
on-going or forth-coming trials on brain, blood, gastric
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and prostate cancers may also yield positive potential.
Tocovid (a TRF brand) supplementation elevated
the levels of serum nerve growth factor (NGF), in
which its increase is postulated to reflect enhanced
neuronal functions. This novel finding suggests that
Tocovid could be a disease-modifying agent targeting
serum NGF to improve nerve conduction velocities.
The phase 3 trials on diabetes patients are ongoing
[Kadir, 2021]
It has been announced [BBG World, 2020] that a new
clinical trial was successfully completed and published
on a synergistic combination of palm tocotrienols and
natural astaxanthin showing cognitive improvements in
subjects with age-related memory decline. Satistically
significant results versus placebo were found using
cognitive test to measure composite memory domain
as well as by subjective user evaluation.
The world’s first clinical trial for Non-Alcoholic
Fatty Liver Disease [NAFLD, 2020] treatment using
tocotrienols is underway. If all goes well, the results will
be published in 2021.
Clinical findings indicate the benefits of tocotrienolrich vitamin E on metabolic health conditions
associated with blood sugar balance, liver health and
the immune system. An RCT trial in Malaysia [RCT My,
2020] shows that the intake of tocotrienol-rich vitamin
E for 12 weeks can improve the renal function of
diabetic patients with damaged kidney, and the results
persist even nine months after the washout period.

Conclusion
In view of the remarkable biological properties
found for tocotrienols, studies on their chemistry and
practical technologies for adequate supply have to
be intensified so that pharmacological studies and
clinical trials can be carried out to optimize their uses
in the unusually wide range of potential health and
medicinal properties.
At the present stage of the art the demand for health
promoting supplements has been increasing strongly
and it is only purified tocotrienols that have been able
to optimally provide for some unusual health benefits.
Limitations on bioavailability and rapid metabolic
degradation need to be addressed by more research
to bring about their efficacy and potency in their
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use in combination with established treatments of
cancer, diabetes and neurological diseases or use
as supplements in preventive medicine. Synthetic
and semi-synthetic approaches to new analogues

of tocotrienols, tocodienols and tocomonoenols
are promising to provide for more defined
bioactive compounds including those with better
metabolic stability.
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HOW SATURATED FAT
HAS BEEN DEMONIZED
Introduction
The Palm Oil Trade Fair and Seminar (POTS Digital)
2021 from January 5 – 8 was a huge success drawing
24,000 registered participants. Credit goes to Datuk
Dr. Kalyana Sundram, CEO, Malaysian Palm Oil Council
and this is his swan song as he retired soon after. In
conjunction with POTS 2021 was PINC 2021 (Palm
International Nutra-cosmeceutical Conference) with
the theme “Sustaining Healthy Lifestyles from Fats and
Bioactives”. Sundram adroitly moderated the live Q&A
of its 12 speakers.
Of particular interest to this paper was Session 3: Palm
Oil Fatty Acids: Busting The Myths Associated with
Saturated Fatty Acids with speakers Dr. Pramod Khosla
(Associate Professor, Wayne State University, USA), Prof.
Dr. Tilakavati Karupaiah (Professor, Taylor’s University,
Malaysia), Dr. Franca Marangoni (Research Director,
Nutrition Foundation of Italy, Italy) and Session 4:
Current Challenges and Emerging Issues in Palm Oil
Nutrition with speakers Dr. Peter Pressman, Director
(The Daedalus Institute, The Daedalus Foundation,
USA), Dr. Roger Clemens (Adjunct Professor, University
of Southern California, USA), Prof. Dr. David Diamond
(Professor, University of South Florida, USA).
Diamond gave an excellent
paper “A Rigorous Assessment of the Myth That Consumption of Saturated Fat
Increases Risk of Coronary
Heart Disease” [Diamond,
2021] and I will report on
this paper.
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Abbreviations. AHA = American Heart Association; c =
cholesterol; d = day; g = gram; HDL = high density lipoprotein;
JAMA = The Journal of the American Medical Association; kgs =
kilograms; L = liter; LDL = low density lipoprotein; PO = palm oil;
TC = total cholesterol; TG = triglyceride; UFA = unsaturated fatty
acids; ALA = α-Linolenic acid; EPA = eicosapentaenoic acid; DHA =
docosahexaenoic acid; MCT = medium-chain triglyceride

The science
More than 150 years ago it was known that excess
carbohydrate is the primary cause of obesity. In 1862
at a lecture in Paris Claude Bernard acquainted the
audience that one does not need to consume any
sugar or carbohydrates at all as the liver produces all
the blood sugar we need by converting it from proteins
(gluconeogenesis). Dr. William Harvey from London
was in the audience. From his personal experience this
excess sugar that we consume whether it is from corn
or bread or potatoes gets converted by the liver into
sugar and if that sugar is not used it is converted into
fat. He hypothesised that obesity is caused by excess
consumption of carbohydrates.
Upon returning to London, Harvey found an ideal test
case, his 60-year old friend William Banting, who was
overweight at over 90 kgs and 168 cm with impaired
health and type 2 diabetes. He told Banting to greatly
reduce the carbohydrates in his diet, viz. the potatoes
and the bread in his diet. Banting lost over 23 kgs
leading to very good health. Banting published a book
“On Corpulence” based on what he did and lived to
over 80 years old. It is interesting that a century later
in 1972 Dr. Robert Atkins, a cardiologist, came out with
a book “Dr. Atkin’s Diet Revolution” where essentially
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Figure 1. Atkin’s diet revolution (1972) and the 1863 book On Corpulence for weight reduction

Atkins, in helping people with high risk of heart disease,
targeted carbohydrates as the cause of obesity (Fig. 1)
In America in 1892 Emmet Densmore, M.D. wrote the
book “The Natural Food of Man” where it is stated on
the front cover “A statement of the principal arguments
against the use of bread, cereals, pulses, potatoes,
and all other starch food.” In 1957 George Thorpe,
M.D. delivered a summary to the American Medical
Association. The summary was “Evidence from widely
different sources, when examined in light of recent
metabolism studies, seems to justify the use of highprotein, high-fat, low-carbohydrate diets for successful
loss of excess weight.” This was published in JAMA
(The Journal of the American Medical Association) on
16/11/57. However, in 1973 the AMA turned around
when reviewing Dr. Atkin’s Diet Revolution saying
in JAMA 4/6/73 that there are potential hazards
of a diet very low in carbohydrate and rich in fat
associating hyperlipidemia, hypercholesterolemia
and hypertriglyceridemia as increasing the risk of
developing coronary heart disease. Does it?
In a contemporary study [Dashti et al., 2006] subjects
consumed all animal products without limitation on
fat, most vegetables and fruits as well as oil (in this
case olive and/or flax seed oil). The liver will convert fat
into ketones which is a very efficient form of energy to

be processed by almost all organs. What was restricted
was anything that would raise blood sugar, viz.
carbohydrates, fruit juices and soft drinks. Over a year
people lost a lot of weight. HDL (good cholesterol)
increased (Fig. 2) and triglycerides decreased (Fig.
3) which correlates with less heart disease. Fasting
blood glucose also drops (Fig. 4) and the group with
high cholesterol also has high fasting glucose which
clearly indicates that these people while at risk of heart
disease also have Type 2 diabetes. This is completely
alleviated after of year of the low carbohydrate diet.

Figure 2. HDL (good cholesterol)
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Figure 3. Triglycerides

eat too much fat … and most of that is saturated fat
– the kind that increases blood cholesterol, damages
arteries and leads to coronary disease. The only sure
way to control blood cholesterol is to reduce fat in the
U.S. diet from 40% to 15% of total calories, and cut
saturated fat from 17% to 4% of total calories.” The
Seven Countries Study by Keys is by now a well-known
myth; cherry-picked data of actually 6 countries with
France deliberately left out. Keys was a powerful force
on the American Heart Association which led to the
promotion of the idea that liquid oils were healthy and
solid fats such as butter, shortening, lard, hydrogenated
hard stick margarine and (extrapolated to) tropical oils
(including palm and coconut oils) were unhealthy.
Who are the sponsors of the American Heart
Association that provide almost US 1 billion a year?
A good percentage of that comes from the food
industry, the cereal industry, the soybean oil industry,
the corn oil industry and the margarine industry. With
60 years of sponsorship the AHA is willing to ignore
the good science and promote the products of those
companies.

Figure 4. Fasting blood glucose

In The New England Journal of Medicine in 1967
“Dietary fats, carbohydrates and atherosclerotic
vascular disease” the Harvard University authors
[McGandy et al., 1967] showed there is a correlation (Fig.
5) between saturated fat and sugar across countries
and that is linked to coronary heart disease (CHD).

There is a confirmation in 2015 from some of the
world’s top scientists that the benefits of carbohydrate
restriction in diabetes are immediate and well
documented [Feinman et al., 2015]. The findings are
very clear as to the benefits of carbohydrate restriction
without a restriction of fat consumption.

Science gone awry – a financial war, not a health
war
So what happened to the message “Reduce
carbohydrate consumption to safely lose weight”? This
is completely contrary to all the research that indicates
that what we need to be concerned about is excess
sugar not excess fat. Much of this misinformation has
come from Ancel Keys who was seen as an expert on
diet and health. He believed that heart disease was
caused by an excess consumption of fat, particularly
saturated fat. He stated in 1961 as fact, “Americans
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Figure 5. Correlation of sugar and saturated
animal fat and CHD
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Diamond explains that an American meal of
hamburger, French fries, soda and ice cream will have
in the meat and cheese a healthful mixture of fats and
protein but with carbohydrates and sugar that are
the obesogenic and atherosclerotic components. The
paper concluded, “There can be no doubt that levels
of serum cholesterol can be substantially modified by
manipulation of the fat and cholesterol of the diet. We
conclude, on the basis of epidemiologic, experimental
and clinical evidence, that a lowering of the proportion
of dietary saturated fatty acids, increasing the
proportion of polyunsaturated acids and reducing the
level of dietary cholesterol are the dietary changes

most likely to be of benefit. The solution here, in our
opinion, is a responsibility and opportunity for the
food industry – namely, the manufacture of many
common foods with characteristics that will lessen the
development of atherosclerosis. This is possible today,
and only awaits leadership from the food industry.”
Why did they come to these conclusions contrary to
what they have in the paper? This came out in 2016 that
the sugar industry paid these scientists to minimise the
link between sugar and heart disease and promote the
idea that saturated fat consumption would actually
cause heart disease (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. The sugar industry paid to shift the blame to fats

Figure 7. USDA Food pyramid for American consumers
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In 1977, Senator George McGovern’s committee
released its “Dietary Goals for the United States”,
which identifies fat as the culprit for the high rate of
heart disease in the US. McGovern’s committee later
developed the Food Pyramid (Fig. 7) which minimises
both sugar and fat at the top and at the bottom of
the pyramid it recommends people consume 6 – 11
servings of bread, cereal, rice and pasta each day
which is contrary to what clinicians knew in the 19th
century and that kind of diet would make people fat,
increase their risk of obesity and heart disease. The
Food Pyramid came from the USDA (US Department of

Agriculture) to promote the sale of grains from the US
with nothing to do with health research and this is for
American consumers.
So from Ancel Keys, government guidelines, AHA
misinformation and the Food Pyramid came the
message to Eat Carbs, Fear Fat and Cholesterol.
Therefore, the promotion of low fat food as healthy
which is incorrect. So Americans consumed more
carbohydrates whilst consumption of fats and proteins
remained stable (Fig. 8) and so we see the obesity
epidemic (Fig. 9)[Deol et al, 2020]

Figure 8. Obesity generating perfect storm

Figure 9. The obesity epidemic in the US
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Looking at contemporary data from the British
Journal of Nutrition in 2012 for European nations for
percentage of calories from saturated fat consumed in
relation to the rate of death from heart disease (Fig. 10)
unlike what Keys stated there is a negative correlation
i.e., the more saturated fat that people consumed as
a percentage their total calories, the lower is the rate
of death from heart disease as exemplified by France.

Rather than explain this, nutritionists call this the
French Paradox. Also, one notable consideration is that
hydrogenation of fats is not allowed in France.
If you look at Fig. 11 you will see that a third of Americans
are obese, a country where people eat the most lowfat food in the world are the fattest people. The French
consume half of their calories from fat (liver, butter and
cooking oil) and less than 10% of the French are obese.

Figure 10. The French Paradox

Figure 9. The obesity epidemic in the US
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Tropical oils demonstrate no CVD risk
In Polynesia the primary fat is coconut oil. A study in
1981 “Cholesterol, coconuts, and diet on Polynesian
atolls: a natural experiment: the Pukapuka and Tokelau
Island studies” published [Prior et al., 1981] states.
“Vascular disease is uncommon in both populations
and there is no evidence of the high saturated fat
intake having a harmful effect in these populations.”
A more contemporary study “Dietary intake and the
risk of coronary heart disease among the coconutconsuming Minangkabau in West Sumatra, Indonesia”
[Lipoeto et al., 2004] looked at people who have heart
disease and those who do not have heart disease. It
concludes “In the present study, both the cases and
the controls had a similar total SFA intake of about 27
g/d, equivalent to 129 g coconut milk or 31.5 g coconut
oil. The results do not support an association between
total SFA intake and CHD events.”

Meta-analysis
More broadly, the good science is coming up and
there are now numerous meta-analysis that are
able to distinguish the saturated fat from the sugar
consumption. The conclusions from “Dietary Fat and
Coronary Heart Disease: Summary of Evidence from
Prospective Cohort and Randomised Controlled Trials”
[Skeaff & Miller; 2009] are:
- Intake of total fat was not significantly associated
with coronary events (heart attacks) or mortality
- Intake of saturated fat (animal fat) was not
significantly associated with coronary events or
mortality

- Fatal heart disease was not reduced by low-fat
diets or by replacing saturated (animal) fats with
polyunsaturated (vegetable) fats
Another important paper “Evidence from randomised
controlled trials did not support the introduction of
dietary fat guidelines in 1977 and 1983: a systematic
review and meta-analysis” [Harcombe et al., 2015]
looked at the research that had been conducted prior
to 1983 as to the possible connection of saturated fat
to coronary heart disease and the answer is no. The
review concludes that the dietary advice should not
have been introduced.
People are concerned that if you take palm oil you
raise your cholesterol. This is hypothetical. A very
recent review “Effect of palm oil consumption on
plasma lipid concentrations related to cardiovascular
disease: a systematic review and meta-analysis” [Wang
et al., 2019], “Our meta-analysis confirmed that PO
consumption has no negative effect on TC, LDL-c and
TG concentrations. In addition, PO consumption results
in the elevation of HDL-c concentrations related to CVD
relative to the consumption of UFAs.” Explanations of
the digestion, absorption and metabolism of tropical
oils with medium and long chain saturated fatty acids
have been previously given [Goh, 1999; Ong & Goh,
2002] especially that plant oils have triglycerides which
are mostly beta or sn-2 unsaturated while animal fats
are mainly beta-saturated, and these are the fatty
acids absorbed as 2-monoglycerides while free longchain fatty saturated acids are poorly absorbed due to
their association with calcium and magnesium ions as
soaps. This also means all unsaturated fatty acids and
short/medium chain fatty acids are readily absorbed
[Goh, 2020; Yang et al., 2016; Stonehouse et al., 2019].

Figure 12. Palm oil is negligible in the US diet but is blamed for their cardiovascular problems
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Another myth perpetuated by the AHA is the
connection between LDL cholesterol levels and heart
disease. This is Diamond’s area of research and a coauthored paper is “LDL-C does not cause cardiovascular
disease: a comprehensive review of current literature
[Ravnskov et al., 2018] Diamond said, “There have been
decades of research designed to deceive the public
and physicians into believing that LDL causes heart
disease, when in fact, it doesn’t.”
These views have been around for decades and we are
reminded of this Malaysian paper published almost
30 years ago (Fig. 12) [Chong YH & Ng TKW, 1991]. To
emphasize the consumption of liquid vegetable oil is to
promote soybean oil and corn oil which are American
products and industries that support the AHA.

Conclusion
This is dietary sense and nonsense. What we have is
sense that has gone back a 150 years in which excess
carbohydrate and sugars clearly is the villain that
causes obesity and increases the risk for coronary
heart disease as well as the other diseases of
Western civilisation.
Dietary science went awry with the demonization of
saturated fat with much of it placed on the lap of Ancel
Keys but ultimately with the sugar industry that paid
the scientists to promote the fact that saturated fat is
unhealthy. The US government came up with dietary
guidelines that emphasized that low fat food is healthy
to which you have to add sugar otherwise it does not
taste good and other carbohydrates to replace the
low caloric-fat intake. And there are financial interests
in the US that support organisations such as the AHA
which supports disinformation to promote the sales of
the products of the companies that sponsors them.

There is great value is using tropical oils both for high
temperature cooking and for their intrinsic health
values. There are no CVD, obesogenic, diabetogenic or
neurological damaging risks.

Post Seminar
After the seminar I emailed Diamond and also Dr.
Roger Clemens with the question “Now that the
myth of saturated fats is debunked, professionals like
medical doctors and nutritionists are still sticking to
the old guidelines. What needs to be done in terms of
media and further scientific work?”
Diamond replied, “Your question is very reasonable.
However, powerful forces, such as vegan-based
businesses and the AHA, oppose the view that
saturated fat is safe and healthy. Only with more
meetings such as this one and more good science will
we reverse the biased science against saturated fat.”
Clemens replied, “Thank you for the follow up. One
challenge is that those who review the publications
on this topic set unreasonable criteria for acceptance.
In addition, none of the policy makers differentiate
the various saturated fatty acids. For example, I
often comment that not all saturated fatty acids
belong in the same bucket. If one wants to eliminate
saturated fatty acids, then one needs to eliminate
the microbiome. This, of course, does not make any
sense. While the omega-3 fatty acid proponents have
almost conveyed the importance of DHA and EPA,
marketers and consumers accept omega-3 as linolenic
acid. None of these groups educate consumers and
health care professionals on the low bioconversion
of ALA to EPA and DHA. Some consider this topic is
“too complicated.” MCTs seem to be acceptable by
consumers and health care professionals, yet these are
totally saturated fatty acids.”
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Elaeis guineensis Jacq. Reyou No.4 is tolerant of cold weather and can be planted in Hainan island, yielding
2.8 tonnes per hectare of palm oil. – Zeng Xianhai, Chinese Academy of Tropical Agricultural Sciences April 2021.

Sembiring Z (Sriwijaya) World Palm Oil Conference 2020, virtualexpo 24 Nov 2020
Ploidy Analysis and Seed Quality to Optimizing
Oil Palm Production. – O. Nasution & A. Felicia,
“Inovasi untuk Produksi Kelapa Sawit yang lebih efisien?”,
Webinar, 22 April 2021
• Cost-effective way to assess and control seed
quality
• Increase yield and productivity
• Produce hybrids with higher fertility
• Generate off-springs with desirable traits
• Increase tolerance to external factors (climate,
diseases, etc)
• Reduce time to develop new varieties in
traditional breeding techniques
Palm oil, red palm oil and palm kernel oil are being
appreciated in Covid-19 times. Palm fruit oils have
palmitic acid which constitute 100% of the fatty acids
of the phospholipids in the lungs as the saturated fat is
resistant to oxygen. Palm kernel supplies medicinally
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useful medium chain fatty acids as well as lauric acid;
PKO is similar to CNO having anti-viral action.
China has rediscovered Red Palm oil, nature’s richest
source of carotenes, and imports of edible oils with >
7R standard will be allowed. Whether it is a rich large
country or a small palm-oil producing country, there
will be pockets of malnourished children with a
shortage of vitamin A.
Lipid storm within the lungs of severe COVID-19
patients: Extensive levels of cyclooxygenase and
lipoxygenase-derived inflammatory metabolites.
Aechambault et al., 2020 discussed which clinically
available drugs could be helpful at modulating the
lipidome and observed in the hope of minimizing
the deleterious effects of pro-inflammatory lipids and
enhancing the effects of anti-inflammatory and/or
pro-resolving lipids.
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The plant-based food product market is growing
at a significantly fast rate, with not only the value of
investments into this sector increasing, but also the
types of products. Today, plant-based beef, chicken
and pork meats are commonly found in the market,
but US-based Eat Just is bringing plant-based eggs
to the public.

Hydrogen is still more expensive than petroleum so
that only richer countries can afford. Saudi Arabian
solar to hydrogen is projected to cost $1.50 per
kilogram green hydrogen by 2030. Japan leads the
way with almost 1 million fuel-cell cars and buses
and 900 fuelling stations. Shanghai is also moving to
use hydrogen.

Senolytics are being targeted for improving
Healthspan. It used to be resveratrol and some
antioxidants that are being promoted, now new
senolytics such as nicotinamide mononucleotide,
metformin (an antidiabetic drug) and rapalogues
(analogues from rapamycin) are being investigated in
mice longevity.

China is to focus on fields like so-called thirdgeneration chipmaking in which no country yet
dominates. Semiconductors are the building blocks
of everything from artificial intelligence to sixthgeneration networking and autonomous vehicles.
Third generation chips are mainly made of materials
such as silicon carbide and gallium nitride, can
operate at high frequency and in higher power and
temperature environments, with broad applications in
fifth-generation radio frequency chips, military-grade
radar and electric vehicles.

Palm leaf rugs have been made by Dutch designer
Tjeerd Veenhoven from palm leaf material as palm
leather as researchers try to find replacements to
animal leather.

Users of solar rooftop panels must wait at least fiveseven years to recoup their installation costs, while
“solar window” users in future can recoup their
installation costs within just ONE year!
The adoption of 5G in medical services and
manufacturing is well known, now HuaWei is moving
this to service mining.

Carbon capture and utilization. LanzaTech’s CO2
capture and use of renewable H2 for conversion to
acetate is now incorporating a heterotroph algae
strain to produce lipid and biomass. SSV Ramakumar
at IndianOil.
Hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles rising to challenge electric
vehicles (EV): hydrogen-fuel cell vehicles may be able
to challenge EVs as they are emissions-free and fast to
charge. As hydrogen is 300 times more energy dense
than petroleum, less will be needed (meaning faster
charging) even if there is a need for high pressures
like used for natural-gas powered vehicles but there
will be a need for infrastructure of charging stations.

Federal Reserve’s QE Infinity policy may cause outof-control inflation, the present apparent marketled “cyclical” inflation could lead to the Feds’ more
dangerous “structural” inflation.
Elon Musk, the world’s newest biggest billionaire, as
per Bloomberg, is riding high on bets that his electric
vehicles will take over the world. Or, investor FOMO.
Tesla rose to a record; Saxo Bank listed Tesla
among its bubble stocks with 206 times 12-month
forward earnings. That compares to Daimler’s 10
times forward earnings and Toyota’s 16 times.
The U.S. pension shortfall is estimated to be at least
$28 trillion. That’s almost a third MORE than the
entire U.S. GDP in 2019 but trillions of dollars if digital
seems manageable if there is no need for lorry-loads of
the physical notes.
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“The pandemic has exposed the depth of inequality
and in many ways has exacerbated those inequalities,”
said Joseph Stiglitz, a Nobel Prize-winning economist.
Central banks have unwittingly distorted the
capitalist system, cheap or free money is borrowed
not to invest to earn more capital but to buy-back
shares and cryptocurrencies or misspent on risky
investments. Signs of the possibility of U.S. bond
tantrum to threaten recovery, sent a chill to indebted
nations, and made currencies volatile, all leading to
talk of austerity and inflation. This is something not
new as John Maynard Keynes had described in 1919
that “by a continuing process of inflation, governments
can confiscate, secretly and unobserved, an important
part of the wealth of their citizens… the process
impoverishes many but it actually enriches some.“
As inflation proceeds the value of currency fluctuates
wildly downwards, disorder makes capitalism
meaningless and wealth creation degenerates into a
gamble or lottery.

Researchers have seen promising results by
injecting dog and mouse tumors with the cowpea
mosaic virus. The new cancer therapy is based on the
cowpea mosaic virus, or CPMV, a pathogen that takes
its name from the mottled pattern it creates on the
leaves of infected cowpea plants, which are perhaps
best known as the source of black-eyed peas. The virus
doesn’t replicate in mammals like it does in plants, but
as the researchers behind the therapy discovered, it
still triggers an immune response that could be the
key to more effective treatments for a wide variety
of cancers.
Omega-7 is a monounsaturated fatty acid (omega-3
is polyunsaturated), and it can help improve
symptoms of insulin resistance and cardiovascular
inflammation.

Sensible comments against the tide of euphoria can be
hard to swallow, but then bitter medicine is needed
to restore good health.
Good advice is always certain to be ignored, but
that’s no reason not to give it. – Agatha Christie
Agriculture is the most healthful, most useful and most
noble employment of man – George Washington
New genomic editing techniques have potential to
contribute to more sustainable crops and EU is likely
to change and allow some GM crops. USDA would be
more likely to regulate a gene-edited crop if it were
considered a plant pest or weed and would harm
other plants if the gene-edited version spread into
the environment.

x

A holy grail of medicine
The claimed Magic Molecule breaks this cycle of
recurring depressive thoughts and helps the brain
use formerly unused or underused brain circuits.
Thanks to the FDA’s embracing of this Magic Molecule
breakthrough... with many variations of this molecular
medicine already approved by the FDA...
Corn oil may increase risk of diabetes among
Chinese: Study
Source: Xinhua| 2020-08-17 22:29:52|Editor: huaxia
HANGZHOU, Aug. 17 (Xinhua) -- Chinese researchers
have found that n-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids, also
known as omega-6, may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes among Chinese.
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From sharks, but is also available from veg oils refining
(need to remove sterols, tocopherols). It is immune
boosting in vaccines as adjuvants, cosmetics.
And this is TaaS… which stands for: “Transportation
as a Service.” TaaS will essentially mean a fleet of
electric, autonomous cars that can go 500+ miles
without charging… which can go 100,000+ miles a
year, with little maintenance.It’s basically how Uber
and Lyft operate today—but with electric, driverless
vehicles. You’ll be able to hail different types of vehicles
for whatever you need… a small car for a quick trip…
a luxury vehicle for a long ride… a truck if necessary.
There will soon be fleets of electric, driverless
vehicles on our streets, ready to be hailed from
your phone at a moment’s notice. Estimates are that
TaaS will reduce the total costs of transportation by 10times, compared to owning your own vehicle.
New UC Riverside research shows soybean oil not
only leads to obesity and diabetes, but could
also affect neurological conditions like autism,
Alzheimer’s disease, anxiety, and depression.
“I’m only rich because I know when I’m wrong…I
basically have survived by recognizing my
mistakes.” – George Soros

The FCC’s recent decision liberates a vast amount
of bandwidth from government control. In fact, the
2.4 GHz band that the FCC opened up in 1985 had
just 70 MHz of bandwidth. Yet the recent decision
opens up 1,200MHz – more than FOUR TIMES the

spectrum. And it allows new technology to access
– and SHARE – the 6 GHz part of the spectrum for
the very first time. If history is any guide, this
may well prove to be the single most valuable
technology of the 21st century. First, you’ll likely
see new routers that are “Wi- Fi 6 Enabled” appear
everywhere… According to one tech analyst, these
connections “could prove to be significantly faster
than even the best that 5G has to offer”. Suddenly,
“lightspeed” internet will be everywhere… It won’t
just be your home… it’ll be offices, public stadiums,
train stations, malls… everywhere. That’s because
there’s now enough bandwidth for THOUSANDS
of devices to share a connection.
This will kickstart a tech “arms race” to dominate
the market. The critical technology now no
longer concerns OWNING a part of the spectrum
– like radio stations and TV channels do… It’s
spectrum SHARING.

The Quantum Glass Battery can be produced in a
fraction of that time, as little as 10 days—and could
give us the first ever $15,000 mass-market electric car…
Beyond CDMA, it’s been 15 years since — via purchase
of co-founder Andy Viterbi’s Flarion corporation
— Qualcomm (Q) began to disrupt its own CDMA
approach with an even more demanding OFDMA
(orthogonal frequency division multiple access)
system. OFDMA breaks the spectrum into Fourier
Transforms that find and distill multiple pure frequency
carriers amid any complex waveform. Though not a
Qualcomm invention like CDMA, Qualcomm came to
own and master it, and OFDMA would triumph even
more completely than CDMA.
And yet, the company is further ahead of all rivals
than it has ever been, its reach broader, its claims to
uniquely powerful intellectual property deeper. Today
Q dominates the field for WiFi-6 modems, operating at
gigabit speeds, using breakthrough Massive Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MMIMO) antennae connecting
multiple devices across shared frequencies at ranges
once undreamt of.
WiFi6 is so robust and capacious, and above all
un-licencious (that is free of government licenses
and auctions), that WiFi6 is going to usurp many
of the markets currently contemplated for the
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government standard 5G. That is Qualcomm’s fountain
of youth. – G. Gilder
Sanofi to buy natural killer cell firm Kiadis Sanofi has
made an offer to purchase the cell therapy company
Kiadis Pharma for about $358 million. Kiadis uses
CRISPR gene editing to knock out or insert genes
in immune cells called natural killer cells. The firm
is testing these cells in early clinical and preclinical
programs as treatments for cancer and infectious
diseases, including COVID-19. In July, Sanofi licensed
rights to one Kiadis cell therapy that the firms hope
to test in people with multiple myeloma alongside
Sanofi’s recently approved antibody drug Sarclisa.
– RYAN CROSS
Physicists at the University of Rochester just
discovered a material that conducts electricity at 59
degrees Fahrenheit with perfect efficiency. That’s
roughly room temperature. This is an incredible
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breakthrough that could change everything about
modern electronics…
What is important is superconductivity.
Once we develop superconducting materials that can
work at room temperature, we could redesign the
entire electrical grid and all future electronic devices to
be perfectly efficient. That would result in a massive
reduction of our power consumption.
The new study, from University of Barcelona cell
biologist Albert Pol and colleagues, adds to this
evidence, showing definitively that lipid droplets in
mammalian cells can contain a wealth of immune
proteins and have antibacterial activity against a
number of bacterial species.
M. Bosch et al., “Mammalian lipid droplets are
innate immune hubs integrating cell metabolism
and host defense,” Science, 370:eaay8085, 2020.
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE
In 2020, Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin said, “We
have a lot of money. We need to get that money in
Americans’ hands.” A Universal Basic Income has
been suggested but U$60,000 is said to be not enough
one year US expenses in the cities. $1.9 trillion of new
spending is ready to combat the COVID-19 malaise,
and another $2.3 trillion in infrastructure spending is
coming on stream.
“A wise person should have money in their head,
but not in their heart.” – Jonathan Swift
As Albert Einstein noted, compound interest is the
ninth wonder of the world. But it only becomes a
miracle at the end, not the beginning. Time is money,
time is the future.
Money is time. Central banks and treasuries can
print money but they cannot print time. George gilder,
Gilder’s Daily Prophecy, 2020.
Billionaire Ray Dalio, the founder of the world’s largest
hedge fund, says: “Cash is trash. We are approaching
a limit that will be a paradigm shift.”
Fund manager Paul Tudor Jones wrote to his clients
that “money in the bank is a wasting asset”
Zhong Shanshan, China’s bottled water king is richer
at US$91.7 than W Buffett
How about buying a Non-Fungible Token (NFT)? ABC
News reported an NFT called The Pixel — an image
of a single pixel — was also up for auction, fetching
$US1,355,555 million after a 90-minute bidding battle.
The artist is known only as Pak, with the Twitter handle
@muratpak. NFTs are an almost perfect match for
cryptocurrencies. They provide what we like to call a
safe space for the digital fantasists.
So what does the world’s most famous investor think
of Bitcoin? “probably rat poison squared” – Warren
Buffett. He concedes that “people have money in
their pocket” and involved in a “buying frenzy”,
the economy is pushed into “super-high gear” and
there is the “killer SPAC (special-purpose acquisition
company) boom” so that a lot of people have entered
the stock-market “casino”.

Aristotle nailed it when he said real money should
be five things: durable, divisible, consistent,
convenient, and scarce. Precious metals check off
all these boxes. Some things never change.
Since Madoff (of Ponzi scheme) went to prison, the
S&P 500 is up more than 400%, Tesla up 184 times,
Bitcoin has gone from 8 cents to over $60,000. If he’d
only been able to hold on… and buy cryptos! The
Madoff ponzi was considered as differing from U.S.
financial policy only in detail… and scale. Perhaps
consider the housing bubble, asset inflation housing
bubble, Nasdaq bubble and commodities bubbles
everywhere.
Investors and fund managers do not rule out a surprise
trigger (black swan event) that could spook stock
markets and cause a mad rush for the exits on global
share and commodity markets.
I’ve been doing this for long enough to know that
history never whistles the same tune twice. Daniel
Denning, 2020
Volkswagen plans to change its brand name in
the United States to “Voltswagen” as its shifts its
production increasingly toward electric vehicles and
tries to distance itself from an emissions cheating
scandal.
We will be space-faring creatures to moon, Mars
and nearest solar systems. Pollution is to be sent to
outer space such as having dirty industries on the
moon. Insurance is that our species need to colonize
another planet like Mars as an asteroid is likely to be
hitting earth and destroying most life. On Mars selfreplicating robots will create cities for humans.
Doable bold predictions by Michio Kaku
When the poor shall have nothing more to eat,
they will eat the rich. – Attributed to 18th-century
philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau
“Anybody for a Starbugs?”
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Friends of the Oil Palm: Barn Owl & Turnera species
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ASSESSING DEEP FRYING OILS:
WHAT’S NICE AND WHAT’S NAÏVE
Introduction
Fine fried foods have been savoured by man since
ancient days of the Egyptian pharaohs. Modern
lifestyles depend much on such foods much of which
can be prepared quickly and efficiently to provide for
appetizing qualities (flavor, aroma, mouthfeel, texture,
and aftertaste). This is evident in the widespread
growth of fast-food eateries, street-food joints,
restaurants and the food industry which produce
quick turnover meals, ubiquitous snacks and frozen
fried foods in supermarkets.
The science and art of frying food in oils and fats is
complex encompassing many disciplines – chemistry,
food science, nutrition, cooking technology, and
environment (waste oil must be recycled for feed
or fuel). It is encouraging that there have been so
many symposia in the last two decades on trying to
understand, improve and optimize all these aspects of
frying and fried foods, the last workshop being held in
Sydney [WCOF, 2020].
In recent years there have been new developments in
vegetable oils from genomic engineering as well as the
need for safety limits of trace contaminants in cooking
oils and cooked food and of course health concerns
over the indulgence in comfort fried foods. These are
in the background of all types of information as well
as disinformation on nutrition and food science, often
from commercial and national interests to exploit the
naivety of most consumers. Traditionally oils of high
oxidative stability such as coconut oil, palm oil, animal
fats and some high oleic vegetable oils have been found
suitable in deep frying. The chemical compositions of
the fatty acids have been important and will be first

to be taken into consideration but recently genetically
modified and specialty oils have been introduced for
use in deep frying. The traditionally saturated oils used
to be avoided among developed countries because of
mistaken nutritional concerns on blood cholesterolraising effects but mainly because saturated fats have
been widely demonized [Qua, 2020].
Much of the misgivings on various types saturated
fats from animals and plant-based sources have
been clarified. For example, coconut oil having laurictype fatty acids are digested by gastric lipases, then
absorbed and metabolized in the portal pathway
and further the medium chain saturated fatty acids
have nutritional and medicinal health benefits. In
general, saturated fats (even from animal sources)
do not contribute to the small dense LDL-cholesterol
that cause arteriosclerosis and that saturated fats
remain established in uniquely able to raise the good
HDL-cholesterol.
It may be noted that for a long time it is known that
plant oils (e.g. palm and cocoa butter) have regiospecific positioning of the long-chain saturated fatty
acids in triglycerides and are highly beta-unsaturated.
The selective absorption of beta-unsaturated fatty
acids but not the other free saturated fatty acids which
are calcium- and magnesium-bound have consistently
shown that palm olein and cocoa fats to provide
blood lipid profiles similar or better than high oleic
oils and extra virgin olive oil [Ong & Goh, 2002; Cheng
et al., 2019; Stonehouse et al., 2019]. However, naïve
consumers are still faced with misinformation and
disinformation still persisting to prejudice against all
types of saturated fats in dietary guidelines. Compared
to polyunsaturated oils, high oleic oils are relatively
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Figure 1. Fried potato crisps & spicey crisps, banana fritter & ice-cream desert,
Chinese doughnut sticks and prawn & fish crackers

more stable to oxidation with improved shelf life, and
they have come to the market to meet some consumer
demands. Also, the tremendous need for nice fried
foods means many locally produced polyunsaturated
oils can be improved after blending with oxidatively
stable oils (e.g. palm oils) to provide for saturated/
monounsaturated fats and natural antioxidants.
The role of oils and fats in deep frying is complex and
need constant update especially this encompasses
many areas of knowledge – on sensory perception,
chemistry of the fatty acids, glycerides, and minor
components/additives, thermal reactions among
oil constituents and with residual air/water or food
components, further regulatory concerns of the
presence and formation of trace contaminants in the
oil, food and volatiles from frying and the need for
recycling of used frying oils whether for feed and/
or fuel.

Newly Detected Trace Contaminants in Oils and Fats
Most of the criteria for deep frying oils have remained
very much the same but new safety and nutritional
concerns need to be reexamined in view of modern
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instrumental ability to detect undesirable thermal
reaction products which may be of concern – potential
carcinogens, inflammatory agents, allergens and
neuro-damaging agents – such as acrolein, acrylamide,
trans fatty acids and conjugated aldehydes which are
now being monitored in the oil and the fried foods.
Process contaminants in all oils such as trans fats, GE
and 3-MCPDE, from high temperature refining can be
mitigated and have now been given limits for edible
uses. Trans fats from refining and also from partial
hydrogenation has been banned because of proven
health hazards including cardiovascular diseases but
it has taken a long time to bring about this because it
involved almost all temperate oils and hydrogenation
has been widely used to reduce polyunsaturation.
Limits set are still high at about 2-5% depending on
countries.
Trace process contaminants are notable in palm,
rice bran, pomace olive and fish oils due to physical
refining. Although these esters are not classified as
possible or probable carcinogens, limits have been set
very quickly based on the derived chemicals, glycidol
(1.0 ppm) and 3-MCPD (1.25 ppm), but 3-MCPD is oddly
allowed at 2.5 ppm for palm oils for 2021 by the EU.
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Abbreviations. AV = anisidine value; BaP = benzopyrene; BHA
= butylated hydroxyanisole BHT = butylated hydroxytoluene;
CanO = canola; CNO = coconut oil; DAG = diacylglycerol; DF =
double fractionated; DPTG = dimeric, oligomeric and polymeric
triacylglycerols; E = trans, Entgegen/opposite side; EVOO =
extra virgin olive oil; FFA = free fatty acid; GE = glycidol ester; h
= hour; HO = high oleic; HORSO = high oleic rapeseed oil; IP =
induction period; IV = iodine value; MAG = monoacylglycerol;
MCPD = monochloro-propanediol; MOAH = mineral oil aromatic
hydrocarbons; MOSH = mineral oil saturated hydrocarbons; MUFA
= monounsaturated fatty; LD = limit of detection; LQ = limit of
quantitation; acid; PCB = polychlorinated biphenyls; PKO = palm
kernel oil; POo = palm olein; PTG = polymerized triglycerides;
PUFA = polyunsaturated fatty acid; PV = peroxide value RSO
= rapeseed oil; SAFA = saturated fatty acid; SBO = soybean oil;
SFO = sunflower oil, sun oil ; SQ = special quality; TBHQ = tertbutylhydroquinone; TFA = trans fatty acids; TPM = total polar
material; Z = cis, Zusammen/same side

Basic Requirements of Frying Oils and Specifications
Visual and physical characteristics may allow
consumers and chefs to make quick choices. Some
of these obvious properties are summarized in Table
1. Organoleptic properties generally consider a
choice frying oil to be odorless, light with bland taste
and flavor and perhaps also look ‘brilliant’. Recent
acceptance of nutritional oils has colour allowances for
red palm olein and extra virgin olive oils.

Most of the desirable characteristic properties are
available from commercial oils except that colour
is orange-red for red palm oil and a yellow-greenish
tinge is natural for extra virgin olive oil (EVOO). Almost
all refined oils are light coloured; palm oil can be
reasonably clear after bleaching of the carotene but
with low temperature bleaching better quality palm
oils avoid process contaminants and can just about
meet the colour limits. Dark colours are usually to be
avoided as they form from foods after deep frying.
Foaming due to natural phospholipids (e.g. lecithin
from seed oils) is also not desirable but if due to oil
degradation after deep fryings has to be discarded.
As to flavours, CNO provides a coconut flavor more
favoured by S. Asians, otherwise PKO is a bland
alternative. Asians may also like blending of sesame or
peanut oils for their natural flavors.
As to smoke point of around 180°C (guideline of 170°C
set to accommodate EVOO), it is a small nuisance and
if not due to oil degradation can be obviated in a well
ventilated kitchen. Smoke points lower than 180°C, e.g.
from butter fat and margarine, may not be tolerated
except for sautee or stir/pan frying. It is noted that oils
with short and medium chain saturated fats tend to

Table 1. Sensory properties and basic requirement of frying oils
Property

Sensory

Limit

Remarks
orange-red, 7R, acceptable in red PO; light-green acceptable
in EVOO

colour

light

taste

bland

flavour

bland

light coconut flavor acceptable in CNO; some added oil
flavourings: sesame, peanut

peroxide value, PV

1 mg O2/kg, max

Avoiding rancid oxidation products

moisture

0.1% max

0.1 - 5%

Margarines unsuitable, as made with high water content

FFA

0.1% max

1 - 5%

Mostly tolerated at these low levels

trans FA

2% max

Banned, or given specified limits 2-5%, some countries

linolenic acid

2% max

Thermally and oxidatively very unstable

smoke point

220°C min

A minor consideration as CNO (177°C), EVOO (180°C),
vegetable shortening (~182°C) and lard (188°C) are tolerated.
Low smoke points are unacceptable if oil or components have
mostly decomposed or become over-reactive after frying

melting point

fitting application

High melting fats create handling problems for chefs and
can leave waxy or greyish look on fried foods

<2.5 R;
or 3-5 R
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HO = high oleic. EVOO = extra virgin olive oil; Poo = palm olein; SQPOo = special quality POo available;
DFPOo = double fractionated Poo, liquid at low temperature

Figure 1. Fatty acid compositions of selected cooking oils

hydrolyse faster in deep frying but at moderate frying
temperatures do not form acrolein.
Trans fats have been banned and limits of 2 - 5% have
been set by some countries, although 1 % may be a
useful target in view of its proven unhealthy effects.
Polyunsaturated linolenic acid (18:3) is normally
avoided for deep frying as it is thermally very unstable
and readily oxidizes to give rise to rancid off flavors
as well as unhealthy secondary decomposition
products. Linoleic acid (18:2) is also polyunsaturated
and in excess also give rise decomposition and
oxidative products. Consideration has to be given as
deep frying at temperatures 170 to 220°C, can cause
delicate flavors from specialty oils to be ruined at too
high temperature and frying times. Low smoke points
especially accompanied by high polyunsaturation
may not be tolerated by chefs as polluting with toxic
vapours and causative of oily or even polymerized
deposits in the kitchen.

General Observations of Deep Frying
Deep frying is cooking foods submerged in hot oil at
around 175-190°C and is important for fine cuisines,
fast-foods and industrially prepared foods. With the
right temperature and time, food gets cooked instantly
at the surface and together with the steam from the
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food forms a layer to keep the oil out and moisture/
flavours in the foods in while the fried foods acquires a
presentable glossy appearance and not a wet or waxy
grey look. Further, Maillard reactions in heated food
provide sophisticated flavours desired by consumers.
Oils that are stable to high temperature and air will be
suitable but other concerns have recently been taken
into consideration: contaminants, perceived nutritional
qualities, environmental footprints, GMO status (in EU
countries) and sustainability. Relatively more saturated
vegetable oils such as coconut, PKO and palm oils and
some animal fats are naturally suitable for deep frying.
Highly monounsaturated oils are relatively more stable
to oxygen and heat than polyunsaturated oils and
have also become acceptable for deep frying.
Apart from the specifications of Table 1, the overall
compositions of the fatty acids need to be considered
(Table 2). While linolenic acid (18:3) is not suitable, high
amounts of polyunsaturated linoleic acid (18:2) are also
undesirable due to thermal and oxidative degradation
to unhealthy products. Moderate amounts of linoleic
acid may be tolerable if the other components are
saturated or monounsaturated. High oleic contents
seem to be preferred due to perceived ideas of
unhealthy saturated fats which may be probably true
of animal fats but not of plant oils which are highly
beta-unsaturated.
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Figure 2. Chemical reactions in frying food and oil

A high smoke point is advantageous as the name
applies but if defined strictly as the temperature that
the oil becomes unstable, decomposing or becomes
reactive then it needs to be considered, e.g. butter has
a low smoke point as the protein and carbohydrate
constituents decompose or react apart from forming
volatile short-chain fatty acids due to easy hydrolysis.
EVOO and almond oil have distinct flavours which get
destroyed in deep frying temperatures and should be
better suited for sautéing or pan/stir-frying. Some low
smoke point oils are the following: butter (176°C), CNO
(176), unrefined sesame oil (175), EVOO (166; 207, low
acid cold pressed), virgin Hemp oil (165), virgin olive oil
(160), margarines (150 - 160) and flaxseed oil (107°C).
Butter is much valued for flavor and can be used in
stir frying while when refined as ghee will be able
to withstand higher and longer frying times. EVOO,
despite its low smoke point, higher price, rapid thermal
destruction of natural antioxidants and production of
volatile aldehydes have been perceived by some to
be good for deep frying because of the high content
of monounsaturated fatty acid or association with
Mediterranean diet.

of double bonds: zero, one double bond, two skipped
double bonds ( CH=CHCH2CH=CH-) and three skipped
double bonds (-CH=CHCH2CH=CHCH2CH=CH-); with
values of 1: 100: 1,200: 2,500, respectively. The resulting
extent of lipid oxidation products arising from these
are in the approximate order 18:3 PUFA> 18:2 PUFA>>
MUFA >>>> SAFA. Relative oxidative susceptibilities
may be compared from induction periods (IP), e.g.
palm oil 20 h, rapeseed 7 h, SBO 5 h, and SFO 3.7 h after
heating at 110°C in the RANCIMAT method. Peroxidative
susceptibility index also attempts to compare peroxide
formation and degradation to harmful aldehydes with
perilla oil (high PUFA) at 111, grapeseed oil 57, SBO 50.3,
rapeseed oil 49.8, corn oil 45.9, canola oil 40.7, sesame
oil 36.4 canola 22.5 and hazelnut oil 12.8, OO (high
MUFA) at 7.1. Peroxide values vary with time of frying
due to continuous thermal decomposition so PV may
not be a good measure of the state of oil quality but
secondary oxidation value such as AV may be useful,
with an AV < 6 as a guideline to quality of frying oil in
use.

Complex Chemical Reactions in Deep Frying

Frying oil is the convenient heat transfer medium for
rapid food preparation and it is the chef’s concern
that deep fried foods are presentable, taste nice,
crispy or crunchy on the outside as needed and juicy
and palatable on the inside or in general described as
cooked to “perfection”. Frying food is unique as a crust
that forms to preserve flavors and retain most of the

Physical and chemical changes during deep frying may
be illustrated in Fig. 2.
The relative oxidative susceptibilities of various C18
fatty acids maybe compared according to the number

Quality of Fried Foods
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juiciness of the food while it is cooked, making chewing
and digestion easier and importantly pleasurable. The
oil helps if it is bland to allow the full flavor of the food to
be presented, some oil remains will provide a pleasant
gloss but not an oily look or grey and dull (e.g. from
some solid fats). Additionally, it may be mentioned that
there is oleogustus, the 6th sense of taste from fat in
fried foods. Deep frying is unusual and popular much
of which is because the fried food forms an outer crispy
crust due to dehydration and that distinctive flavours
may be generated by Maillard reactions (forming
pyrazines) together with golden browning. As some oil
is retained and becomes part of the food good quality
oil is essential, especially avoiding excessive PUFAs in a
paradigm shift from naivety.
Cooking remains an art but oil characteristics may
help, for example palm oils and tallow with natural
diglycerides provide a polar interactive interface
(surfactant-like) with protein and carbohydrate foods,
so that fast heat transfer and cooking occurs to provide
the crispy outer layer and moisture is trapped to keep
insides tasty. Fried chicken and banana fritters are
useful examples. Frying potato crisps will also show up
such differences as seen from palm olein, canola and
high oleic sunflower oils. As POo has some natural
diglycerides (DAG) content, frying in it does not need a
“break-in” initial frying (presumably to allow for some
hydrolysis to DAG) but can provide fully cooked and
crispy fried products on the first frying, not found in
most other crop oils which needs a short period of
initial frying.
For more dehydrated fried products if desired,
higher temperatures or longer frying times can be
used. Different protein or carbohydrate foods need
chosen temperatures and frying times to achieve
good cooking and elicit the Maillard reaction flavours
required for fine cuisines, e.g. French fries blanching
at 165°C and finishing at 185°C, potato crisps at 170175°C, doughnuts 185°C, chicken meat (large pieces)
at 165°C and instant noodles at 130°C [Suwono, 1996;
Berger, 2005]
Fried flavours, colour, textural qualities and good shelf
life are important for the consumer. If the residual
oil retains antioxidants and contain low amounts
of polyunsaturated fats, then rancid properties are
avoided. Poor shelf life with rancidity is a serious
problem and oxidative stability of residual oil in fried
foods must be ensured. For additional nutritional
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attributes, oil is also considered a carrier of lipid
soluble vitamins.

Contaminants in Frying Oils
Contaminants are everywhere, and there is a need
to minimize them and follow limits set. Very potent
mycotoxins such as aflatoxins in peanuts and
zearalenone from corn are removed in refining. Trans
fats form at above 220°C, e.g. in SBO (>2%, above
limit is common). Mineral oil saturated hydrocarbons
(MOSH) and aromatic hydrocarbons (MOAH) have
recently come to the attention of regulators, and has
been found to be high in sunflower oil and slightly
less in pomace olive oil, even EVOO can carry some
mineral oil of up to 20 ppm which cannot be refined
off. Residual Hexane in SBO can be as high as 200 ppm.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as BaP (2 ppb),
aflatoxins, PCBs, dioxin and some pesticides can be
carcinogenic and have stringent ppb limit levels. Metal
ions contaminants such as iron and copper are prooxidation catalysts should be absent and kept low, e.g.
1.5 and 0.1 ppm, respectively.

GE and 3-MCPDE
These two are trace process contaminants notably
present in physically refined palm oils but also to a
lesser extent in other oils. The contaminants arise
mostly from poorer quality oils but mitigation
can be by simple washing of CPO, phospholipase
treatment, choice of bleaching earths and controlled
dual temperature deodorization or if needed a poststripping step for GE can added to achieve 1 ppm of
both GE and 3-MCPDE as described earlier. Colour
can be slightly higher (>3R) for slightly poorer quality
CPO refined using modified, dual-temperatures
deodorisation, to control the formation and promote
elimination of GE.

Acrylamide
This is an irritating compound and a probable
carcinogen in fried foods, derived from heating the
amino acid asparidine and carbonyl compounds
(e.g. sugars) with a detection limit (LD) at 0.02 ppm.
Acrylamide remains in fried foods but not in the
oil so that it is necessary to find optimal conditions
temperatures, e.g. 175°C and below and short frying
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times. POo and tallow are considered good heat
transfer agents, and thus are good frying oils and need
only shorter frying times. In general, acrylamide is not
detected in oil that had been used for deep-frying in
industrial food manufacturing. Thus, oil used for deepfrying is not an acrylamide problem in fried foods, and
further the recovered oil, if used as feed (estimated as
about 70%), will not expose livestock to the hazard.
Beef nuggets fried in POo had the lowest acrylamide
when compared to SFO, SBO and red palm olein, but
surprisingly red POo showed the highest amount [Siti
Nur et al, 2021].

Acrolein
Acrolein (2-propenal) is a pungent gas-liquid material
that can be formed from heating carbohydrates, oils
and fats and amino acids but volatiles from cooking
are the main source of indoor household pollution.
In oils and fats linolenic acid (ω3 18:3) oxidation is the
main source of acrolein from heating and frying. CNO is
known not to cause acrolein formation and PKO should
be similar. Degraded frying oils provide monoglyceride
(MAG) and glycerol which can degrade to acrolein but
the irritating compound boils (52°C) off quickly and
does not remain in the oil. Lower temperature frying
helps to lower acrolein formation.
Acrolein is classified as “probably carcinogenic to
humans, Class 2A carcinogen” based on animal
studies [IARC, 2020]. OSHA guideline limit in oils is 0.1
ppm; 0.23 mg/m3; LQ 2.7 ppb or 6.1 mg/m3 [OSHA];
these values are much higher than what is described
below. Based on irritant effects at the site of contact
in experimental animals, a tolerable concentration
for acrolein of 0.4 µg/m3 in air has been derived. For
ingestion, the provisional tolerable concentration is
1.5 µg/litre. Although available data are limited, the
range of concentrations measured in food in various
countries (although highly dependent upon such
factors as method of cooking) is within the range of
the provisional tolerable concentration for ingestion
[WHO, 2002].

further secondary oxidative reactions occur thereafter.
Most of these reactions destroy the original oil
entities and result in volatile compounds, total polar
compounds and mixture of dimers, trimers, oligomers
and polymers (Fig. 2). Most oils degrade after about
12 hours of deep frying and the degraded oils are
vaguely determined by two parameters – total polar
materials (TPM) and polymerized triglycerides (PTG).
Total polar compounds (TPM) is the sum of all polar
compounds except the original triacylglycerols (TAG).
These include oxidized monomeric compounds,
dimerised TAGs, oligo- or poly-merized TAG, DAG,
MAG and FFA inclusive of other oil-soluble constituents
which are more polar than the original TAGs. DTPG or
PTG, measured by high performance size exclusion
chromatography, is also widely used to assess frying
oil degradation routinely and at 10-16% the fried oils
should be discarded. Normally PTG at 12% indicates
the oil is to be rejected while PTM is at 25%. Deep
fried food retains considerable amounts of oil: French
fries 13-14%, potato crisps 30-40% and doughnuts 1927%. Considering that oils are only discarded when
TPC >24% and PTG >12 in commercial fried foods,
residual oil can be high in fried foods (obesogenic) and
with oxidized/degraded glyceride and FA products
of unknown toxicity (some toxic enaldehydes are
described below), there has been guideline for only
moderate consumption of these comfort foods.
It is normally understood that PTG, PTM and associated
contaminants are undesirable and affects health of
animals in feed. Reuse in recycled used oils in poorer
countries should not be allowed while feed material
should not contain too much of these in view of food
chain effects. Packet palm oils (recycled and treated)
will have lower smoke point (< 200°C) and linoleic
acid content than the bottled oils (with regulatory
specifications) apart from the loss of vitamins and
antioxidants but also contain polymerized glycerides
and degraded FFA. Used cooking oil, if not judiciously
used for feed, should be processed for biofuels and
there is value in EU countries due to double counting
in biofuel use.

Degradation of Frying Oils

Aroma Compounds from Oxidative Degradation

Deep frying allows many complex reactions to occur:
hydrolysis with residual water or in food; oxidation
by air, thermal intramolecular and intermolecular
reactions; di-, tri-, oligo- and poly-merisations; and

As many as 26 aldehydes out of over 2 hundred
volatiles have been identified in the frying of potato
chips. These are small, volatile molecules derived from
the breakdown of hydroperoxides and peroxides from
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oxidation of polyunsaturated TAGs and their further
degradation products. Sensory differences observed
in use of PO, SBO and RO have been compared in deep
frying chips, oils can normally last up to 12 hrs, then
degradation occurs. Aldehydes are the main aroma
compounds. Deep fried flavor volatiles of potato
crisps (E,E-2,4-decadienal and E,Z-2,4-decadienal) were
formed most in SBO and least in RSO for up to 12 hours
frying before oils degradation. Undesirable off flavours
(2-undecenal and hexanal) were found most in RSO
and least in PO [Xu, 2020; Suwono, 1996]
There are some useful volatile compounds which
provide deep fried aroma flavours: (E,E)-2,4-decadienal
and (E,Z)-2,4-decadienal. Other acceptable odours
at low concentrations are from (E)-2-heptenal
(fruity, grassy), (E)-2-octenal (green, fatty) and (E,E)2,4-nonadienal (waxy, green, fatty).
However,
2,4-heptadienal has a rancid odour while hexanal
(green, grassy), 2-undecenal (plastic), (1-octen-3one (mushroom, dirty) and 4,5-epoxy-(E)-2-decanals
(metallic) are also undesirable. 2-Enals (C6 to C11
conjugated aldehydes) are deep frying oxidation
products, considered the more toxic among the
aldehydes, are formed from most oils (EVOO, HOSFO,
HORSO, CanO, GNO, PO). GNO was found to produce
acrolein at frying temperature of 175°C, while normally
higher temperatures favour its formation in this oil as
well as from other polyunsaturated oils.
The hazardous compounds identified are potentially
carcinogenic molecules, such as carbonyl compounds
or monoepoxides, and some aldehydes produced from
linoleic acid. For example, 4-hydroxy-2-trans-nonenal
has been proven to be cytotoxic. A high temperature
frying process is well known to cause formation
of trans fatty acids (TFAs). Unconjugated TFAs are
known from epidemiologic studies that is suggestive
of a relationship between the level of intake of these
compounds and the risk of cardiovascular disease (and
perhaps other chronic diseases). Volatiles from frying
oils inclusive of acrolein described earlier as well as
similar degraded oxidation products retained in fried
foods remain as potential health risks to cancer, heart
disease and other chronic ailments.

Industrial Frying Oils
Quality and safety concerns of industrial deep frying
have also received attention as continuous frying is
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used while smaller outlets like restaurants use batchwise frying. The quantities used for industrial and
commercial frying are large so that they need to be
controlled for health and environmental safety and
recycled. Developed economies recycle used frying
oils for animal feed and biofuel. Health concerns have
been raised in developing countries for the widespread
reuse for cooking after minor cleanup procedures
while if used as feed there will be concerns in the food
chain.
Oils in commercial frying undergo similar degradation
from thermal, oxidative, polymerization and hydrolytic
reactions (Fig. 2). Physical and chemical changes on
fried oils show increases in viscosity, volatile materials,
polarity, FFA content, color development, and tendency
of the oil to foam. Decreases in IV, refractive index,
and surface tension also occur. Selection of frying
oil depends on cost, stability or shelf life, flavor, and
nutritional profile mainly determined by the amount
of trans and saturated or polyunsaturated fatty acids as
well as the quantities of antioxidant vitamins that are
declared on food labels of some countries.
Perhaps the most noticeable change in the oil during
use is darkening. Food, when fried, can introduce
various components to the oil, such as carbohydrates,
proteins, phosphates, sulfur compounds, and trace
metals. Many of these compounds contribute to
color formation by reacting with fat or its breakdown
products. Foods fried with particularly dark-colored
frying oil appear darker, perhaps gray, dull, or
unevenly colored. The rate of color formation can
also be influenced by the type of food being fried.
For example, potatoes contribute little color to oil
during frying, while scallops cause rapid oil darkening.
Breading for fried foods also may accelerate darkening
of the oil. Breading with a high reducing sugar content
(glucose from honey, dextrose, or fructose from corn
syrup) forms color very rapidly.

Health Risks in Consumption of Highly Oxidized Used
Frying Oils
Studies on the consumption of used cooking oils,
fried foods can retain up to 13-40% oil, indicate that
thermally oxidized mix of vegetable oils can impair
the liver function. Results of studies on Wistar rats
and other animals confirm the detrimental health
effects arising from free radical oxidation products.
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Other experiments on feeding abused used-frying oil
showed breast cancer promotion. Frying oil quality
from fast food restaurants can typically have mean
values of TPM and PV in the oils at 31.8 ± 7.2 % and
4.7 ± 6.7 meq/kg, respectively [Sajjadi et al., 2019]. Oils
with TPM >25% should be discarded and many reports
show that the quality of frying oils of restaurants of
many countries are unsatisfactory [Mlcek et al, 2015;
Sajjadi et al., 2019].
Lipid peroxides can cause various diseases, including
atherosclerosis, cancer, premature aging, allergic
inflammation, cardiac and cerebral ischemia, and
various liver disorders [Vieira et al., 2017]. Simple
TPM measurement by testo270 is available but for
more detail measurements NIR is needed. NIR when
calibrated routinely for the same frying oil used,
can monitor multiple chemical parameters where
classical methods may be too time consuming for
commercial use. Digitalized monitoring of oil quality
can aid timing for new oil changes.
Operations of continuous or batch deep frying can be
quite involved as oil quality needs to be maintained
and intermittent or timed addition of fresh oil will be
needed and decisions have to be made to discard the
used frying oil when it has deteriorated to specified
limits [Berger, 2005].
There are so many technicalities in defining the quality
of used cooking oil but generally when the frying oil
has deteriorated to be unsuitable, the odour, taste and
dark colour are objectionable or if the limits TPM <24%
and PTG <12% are exceeded, so that the oil should be
taken for recycling for other uses. As mentioned earlier,
TPM meter and NIR are currently available for routine
monitoring in commercial enterprises.

Additives Used in Industrial Frying Oils
An antifoaming agent (methyl polysiloxane or
dimethylpolysiloxane, referred to as DMS or just
silicone) has been added to prolong the life of frying
oils; limit is at 10 ppm. Antioxidants are not normally
added; they give protection prior to use but there is
little carry-through to the finished product which
depends mostly on natural residual tocopherols and
tocotrienols. Good quality frying oils contain natural
tocopherols, tocotrienols or other unique natural
antioxidants (e.g. sesaminol from sesame; oryzanol

in rice bran oil) but synthetics are available: TBHQ,
BHT, BHA, ascorbyl palmitate and propyl gallate. Citric
acid is sometimes added to be a synergist to naturally
occurring tocols.
Natural antioxidants are usually preferable and those
from spices have been used. Sage, oregano, rosemary
and other spices provide antioxidant extracts for use
to stabilize less oxidatively stable frying oils or the
fried products and may also provide spicey aromas as
well. Ground onion and garlic powders also provide
desirable spicey notes. A little addition of antioxidants
can even extend the shelf lives of chips (potato,
banana, tapioca, etc) fried in palm olein.

Choice of Industrial Frying Oils
Basic considerations in the choice of frying oils can
be seen from Tables 1 & 2, where more saturated and
monounsaturated fats are suitable. Simple laboratory
grading on organoleptic and simple tests on various
oils that are available to show up differences that may
be the basis of preferences. Olive oil has been well
promoted in the Mediterranean diet have respectable
qualities: light colour, oxidative stability, good AV, low
TPM, and low foaming but have a low smoke point and
relatively low tocols.
Similarly palm olein has all these qualities as well as
high smoke point and high amounts of tocol but
initial TPM is already noticeable due to inherent DAG
which however provided beneficial frying properties.
Similarly, colour from an inherently original red fruit
oil is more pronounced than virgin olive oil. However,
over longer frying periods AV is comparable but TPM,
TPG and foaming are superior for palm olein. Curiously
red palm oil when judiciously used in frying potato
chips imparts a deeper yellow-brown colour which is
more pleasing to the eye.
Palm superolein or double fractionated olein and
special quality palm olein (SQPOo) are of comparable
frying qualities, and being slightly better quality or
more unsaturated (higher IV) may be preferred by
some consumers. Finally, in heavy-duty industrial
frying considerations of cost-effectiveness, availability
and handling/operational convenience are most
important considerations.
Brinkmann discussed the various types of popular
fried foods (fries, crisps, doughnuts, puff pastry,
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Table 3. Guideline estimates for two examples of oils
Criteria

A

Fat 1
B1

Fat 1
A x B1

Fat 2
B2

Fat 2
A x B2

Cost

9

3

27

5

45

Taste

4

2

8

5

20

Gloss

1

1

2

3

3

TFA

5

3

15

5

25

β-SAFA

2

4

8

5

10

60

Sum

103

A values biased to commercial operation, β− SAFA is saturation at β or sn-2 TAG position as found in most animal fats are cholesterol raising.
B values, best oil is given a highest score of 5. Oil with the highest value of the Sum is selected.

spring rolls, extrusion snacks, chicken, fish, meats and
cheese), known chemical and organoleptic criteria,
globally accepted specifications and various concerns
(nutrition, environment, operational safety and
commercial) to come to a guideline formula to decide
on the choice of oil [Brinkmann, 2000], as shown in
Table 3.
It is noted that it has recently been clarified that
saturated fatty acids, although demonized for almost
half a century [Qua, 2020], are not the cause of
cardiovascular diseases or the cause of mortality of
various chronic conditions. Animal fats have long chain
saturated fatty acids mainly at the beta or sn-2 position
of the TAGs and these are selectively absorbed while
free fatty acids are bound as calcium and magnesium
soaps and poorly absorbed. Even so saturated animal
fats in raising blood cholesterol also raises the beneficial
good HDL cholesterol, something pharmaceuticals
are unable to achieve. Fortunately, presence of both
saturated and monounsaturated fats are important
criteria for the selection of frying oils, much of which
will be retained in fried foods. Polyunsaturated oils
are bad choices for frying and recent findings indicate
that they are potentially obesogenic and diabetogenic
and even of unknown negative neurological effects in
mice [Deol et al.,2020]. These undesirable health effects
still remain even in the monounsaturated oil such as
genome edited HOSBO. The lesser known camellia
oil with high monounsaturation has performed
well experimentally in deep frying but the loss of
tocopherols was rapid.
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Other non-technical considerations have unfortunately
been brought to play in the battle for choice of
oils, including environmental factors especially
deforestation. It may be noted that palm oil in per
unit terms has the lowest carbon footprint among all
the major crop oils and the world has to choose to
have about ten times more Amazonian deforestation
or just some deforestation in Africa or SE Asia for oil
needs. On the complaint of the use of human labour
in oil palm estates, humanity will have to await the
Damascene transformation from coming technologies
when mechanization and robotics can economically
replace humans, whereby all agricultural fruit crops
will not need the sweat of man’s brow.

Blending for Frying Oils
Palm olein (POo) has been an oil of choice for industrial
heavy-duty frying because of its thermal and oxidative
stability, nutritional quality, wide availability and cost
effectiveness [Ong & Goh, 2002; Noor et al., 2017]. These
qualities have been due to the chemical composition
and antioxidant content and even the presence of small
amounts of DAG which would add to TPM value, turns
out to be useful as interfacial surfactant value between
food and oil, noticeable in first frying of food in this
oil. Foods fried in POo are varied and wide-ranging:
French fries, pre-fried French fries for frozen storage,
potato chips/crisps, doughnuts, crackers, puffs, fritters,
nuts, instant noodles, chicken and other meats, where
products still retain some antioxidant tocols and
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remain free of rancid off odours. POo in commercial
frying stands out better, apart from lower prices, in
comparison to other oils considered suitable for frying,
e.g. CNO, olive, high oleic SFO and other high oleic oils.
These have been described earlier where frying oils
are directly compared. For many countries, the desire
to use locally produced oils which are not suitable for
deep frying, blending can be considered especially for
use in prolonged deep frying or even for restaurant
batch-frying use. Commercial deep frying can be
demanding as the oil needs to remain with acceptable
quality specifications for hours and days; operations
for oil addition and changing need to be convenient.
SBO and POo blending (Smartbalance) can be used for
frying fries and chips which can also provide desirable
2,4-decadienal flavours arising from increased
polyunsaturated (18:2) FA content. Groundnut oil is
stabilized by POo and frying provides a nutty flavor;
similarly produced, is sesame-flavored oil favoured
by Chinese and Indian consumers. Canola, sunflower,
cottonseed and olive oils can also be blended with
POo for deep frying, the former two oils avoid the use
of hydrogenation. Rapeseed or Canola and groundnut
oils can have improved levels of tocols when blended
with POo. POo itself will have improved appearances
and have less crystallization when blended with the
soft oils especially during the cold seasons.
Frozen chip producers require harder oils (e.g. palm
stearin) to avoid problems during blast freezing. Other
specialty oils have been made available at a price which
are suitable to be used directly or be blended with
palm olein for deep frying. These include Moringa,
Avocado and Macadamia oils which have suitable
fatty acid compositions but still with relatively high
amounts of polyunsaturated acids.

Conclusions
Deep frying oils need to have suitable saturated
and monounsaturated fatty acid compositions with
less polyunsaturated fatty acids, negligible 18:3
polyunsaturated acid and preferably contain sufficient

antioxidant tocols. Coconut and palm kernel oils
being almost totally saturated and palm oil with large
amounts long-chain saturated fatty acids as well as
monounsaturated oleic acid are excellent frying oils.
High oleic oils with high monounsaturated acids are
favoured because of tolerable thermal and oxidative
stability or of perceived nutritional value.
Antioxidants are beneficial and if they are tocopherol
and tocotrienols, they are much appreciated for
enhancing oxidative stability as well as providing
nutrient vitamin E. Animal fats such as tallow and lard
being fairly highly saturated are usually suitable for
deep frying. It has now been established that relatively
saturated plant oils such as palm, cocoa butter and
others with long chain fatty acids are mainly betaunsaturated and do not raise blood cholesterol unlike
animal fats like lard and tallow which are highly
beta-saturated.
Nice, appetizing fried foods need oils with suitable
chemical, physical and organoleptic qualities for
deep frying. Nutritional quality of the oil is also
important as much oil is retained in fried foods. In the
competitive world of oils and fats, unfortunately there
has been much misinformation and disinformation
especially targeting naïve consumers against palm oil.
Fortunately, palm oil has been found to be as good
as or better than high oleic GMO oils as well as extra
virgin olive oil. Likewise, on the environmental front,
high yielding oil palm provides the lowest carbon
footprint among all oil crops.
Palm olein has emerged as the oil of choice for
industrial or commercial deep frying because of
chemical, physical and organoleptic properties. It
is of course cost-competitive, widely available and
operationally convenient for industrial continuous or
batch-wise frying. Soft oils with high polyunsaturation
or low in natural antioxidants are less suited for deep
frying but can be blended with palm olein for home
and short-term or single use deep fryings while most
commercial oils may be judiciously used in all other
types of cookings (sautee and stir/pan-frying) and
food preparations.
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